Built-in cooking appliances
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Welcome to the beautiful Miele Centers
Join us for an inspiring Cooking Appliance Demonstration

Miele Centers are unique in the retail environment. They have
been created to showcase and reflect the pure quality and
class of Miele appliances in a warmly welcoming environment
which is the epitome of contemporary cool.
Each Center has a fully-equipped and operating kitchen and
stylish spaces to experience Miele appliances and the Miele
Center teams are committed to helping consumers choose the
right kitchen appliance to suit their lifestyle.
And what better way to really understand ovens and cooktops,
than actually watching how they perform in the preparation of a
real meal!
Fun, informative and friendly Miele Cooking Appliance
Demonstrations are designed to inspire and help every
individual be sure they are making the right choice for their
lifestyle. We are all different and we all have different needs,
likes and aspirations. And the Center demonstrations have
been designed to ensure the product every individual chooses,
perfectly matches the life they aspire to lead.
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Our philosophy
Design for the highest quality of life

Design, in our eyes, does not only relate to an object's exterior but also to the
operator's experience. With this claim in mind, we developed our new built-in kitchen
appliances. Our designers and engineers constantly gather this knowledge and
inspiration on international markets in which Miele is active. This know-how enables
Miele to remain in pole position.
It results in products which, in terms of design, materials and functionality, match each
other perfectly across the entire product range: this enables the new generation to
take the topic of design homogeneity onto a completely new level. Discover perfection
on the highest level on the next pages.
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PureLine – reduced
Reducedto
tobasics
basics
PureLine blends into the background, fitting in with the
design of a modern kitchen on which the focus is to use fewer
materials. The high proportion of glass in the PureLine design
creates a calm feeling. Horizontal stainless-steel elements
and an eye-catching handle which almost appears to be
floating in front of jet black glass doors
elements
are are
characteristic
characteristic
features of these appliances.
Full-glass appliances in Obsidian Black, Mink and Brilliant
White follow the puristic approach of this design line
perfectly.
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Individual designs – colours and materials
Choice between four options

PureLine – Stainless steel
Jet black glass creates an atmospheric background; the
eye-catching stainless-steel handle becomes a
prominent element. Both types of materials exist skilfully
in harmony and on a par with each other. The horizontal
design dominates; several appliances complement each
other and form one continuous line.
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PureLine – Obsidian Black
PureLine in Obsidian Black conveys a superior aesthetic
design. Pure glass characterises machine fronts and achieves
simple perfection. Light and shadows create reflections. This
gives the appliance surfaces depth and elegance.
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Individual designs – colours and materials
Choice between four options

PureLine – Brilliant White
Colourful for creating exciting contrasts or
unobtrusive for integration into white
kitchens: PureLine in Brilliant White
combines minimalism with exclusiveness.
This design emits a touch of levity and
leaves room for exciting combinations.
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PureLine – Mink
The modern interpretation of a classic
colour: Mink complements the PureLine
colour world. The right built-in kitchen
appliances for people with a clear sense of
harmony and sophistication.
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PureLine
Combination options

This completely homogeneous design of
the appliance fronts across the entire
product family creates a harmonious
overall impression, whether the appliances
are installed in a vertical or a horizontal
array. The fascia panel of the built-in
kitchen appliances are all of the same
height. Various and customised
combinations are possible: a horizontal
line-up at eye level, vertically installed to
utilise the full height of the room, in a
block or arranged as a T-shape.

Panorama design

Tower configuration

T-configuration

Precise controls and intuitive operation
M Touch – Selection at the touch of a fingertip

Achieving results fast with an innovative touch display: the new
M Touch display is simple to operate and self-explanatory. This
display enables you to operate the appliances fast and intuitively
by using touch controls or swiping the display. Many functions
can be selected at a touch of a button. The central display with
white text and symbols on a black background ensures perfect
visibility of information. Where user prompts are required,
information is presented in colour.

Quick navigation through direct selection

Brilliant visual appearance thanks to high resolution

Individual settings can be saved

Precise controls and intuitive operation
Alternative user interfaces

All appliances from the new generation feature controls which are based on a joint logic. For example, the
display is always located in the centre – no matter which user interface you decide to have. All PureLine
user interfaces feature an innovative display technology which excels with its brilliance, longevity, high
resolution and a high-end appeal in all its detail. The array of sensors is the central element of all user
interfaces. It displays functions which are directly available to you during a cooking process.
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SensorTronic: a 5-line TFT display with laterally positioned sensor controls present
menu content clearly. The simple user interface is a particularly characteristic feature.

DirectSensor: selecting an operating mode with a single touch of one of the symbols
positioned to the left of the display. Touch elements to the right of the display navigate
the operator through the different levels.

DirectControl: operating modes can be selected by turning the classic knob on the left
hand side. Settings within the 4-line text display, such as temperature or time, are
selected via the knob on the right hand side and confirmed with the sensor-touch
controls.

EasyControl: controls are the same as the DirectControl user interface with one
difference. Information such as temperature and time settings is provided in a 7-segment
liquid-crystal display.

EasySensor: on steam ovens, the minimalistic 7-segment display shows temperature
and cooking time. Settings are selected and confirmed using integrated sensor-touch
buttons.

Directly below the cooktop or at eye level
Miele built-in ovens

Your kitchen feels just right because it reflects both
functionality and your personal lifestyle. All kitchen plans are,
after all, based on individual needs and personal style. The
following pages will introduce you to the wide range of Miele
built-in ovens, and guide you to the appliance that meets your
personal expectations.

Built-in ovens – underbench installation
Miele built-in ovens can be built-in underbench
underneath a cooktop.
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Built-in ovens – wall installation
Just as well, Miele built-in ovens lend themselves for
installation away from the cooktop. For instance, they can
be positioned at eye level for ultimate convenience.
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Perfectly tailored to your requirements
Niche dimensions of the Miele built-in ovens

Miele built-in ovens are available in two
sizes – ensuring you will find the perfect
one for your kitchen.

Extra-large
90 cm wide, 48 cm high

Classic
60 cm wide, 60 cm high

Extra-large
The XXL oven with a 90 litre cabinet
offers ample space for cooking and
baking on 3 shelf levels. This oven is
90 cm x 48 cm.

Large-capacity
Most Miele ovens for 60 x 60 cm niches
offer a generous 76 litre cooking capacity
and 5 shelf levels – plenty of room and
flexibility for cooking and baking.

Classic
Some entry-level models with a niche size
of 60 x 60 cm offer a 56 l cabinet with four
shelf levels for cooking your food
perfectly.
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This makes baking fun
Cleaning systems* in Miele built-in ovens

The food – simply delicious. But what about
the cleaning?
Miele offers two different systems which
make cleaning extremely simple: PerfectClean
and pyrolytic cleaning.
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PerfectClean finish
Cleaning made easy: many
components in your Miele oven such as
oven interior, baking trays, etc. feature a
patented surface finish with unique nonstick properties. Persistent soiling is easily
removed using water with a dash of
washing-up liquid and a sponge.

Awarded "Very Good"
The independent TÜV
Rheinland LGA Products
GmbH test institute in
Germany tested enamel baking trays with
PerfectClean finish. Important features
such as non-stick properties and cleaning
effort were awarded an overall grade of
"Very Good". Along with Miele baking
trays, enamel baking trays from other oven
manufacturers were also tested. The
result: none of the others achieved higher
than a "Satisfactory". Miele PerfectClean
remains first choice and offers unbeatable
care and cleaning convenience.

Pyrolytic cleaning
Pyrolytic cleaning is an automatic process
in which residue in the oven is incinerated
to ash at a very high temperature. This
makes arduous scrubbing and abrasive
cleaners a thing of the past. The pyrolytic
self-cleaning feature turns all food remains
to ash which can be easily removed from
the oven surfaces without a trace.
Economical use of time and energy: as
much as necessary – as little as possible.
Pyrofit accessories
Thanks to Pyrofit not just the oven
cabinet, but also the side runners, racks
and FlexiClip full telescopic runners come
out beautifully clean after every pyrolytic
cleaning process. During the pyrolytic
cleaning process, Pyrofit accessories can
remain inside the oven to be cleaned at
the same time as the oven.

*Features will vary depending on model

Exclusive features for Gourmet results
The product highlights* of Miele built-in ovens

Moisture Plus
Each type of food has its own specific properties. Knowing them and
making the most of them is the true art of cooking. In the past, the baker held the
monopoly on baking perfect bread and rolls. Now you can too: with a Miele oven
with Moisture Plus. Increasing the humidity in the oven optimises cooking of a
variety of foods: soft, delicious-smelling bread with a shiny, appetising crust;
bread rolls and croissants as if from the local baker. But also succulent, tender
meat with a nicely browned crust, delicious soufflés and so much more.
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Wireless food probe
No supervision necessary: the
countdown indicator provides correct-tothe-minute information on how long a
programme still has to run.

FlexiClip runners
Flexible and safe: you can baste or turn
meat outside the hot oven without the risk
of getting burned.

Automatic programmes
Conjuring up over 100 dishes with ease:
bread, cakes or meat – automatically
regulated cooking process.

Special applications
For rarely used food preparation methods:
user convenience with various special
programmes such as drying fruit.

Special automatic
programmes
Automatic programmes for some of
the most popular national dishes were
developed locally to suit our tastes and
ingredients. On the H 6860 BP, these
include Beef Wellington, rack of lamb,
pork belly, a chocolate hazelnut torte, and
last but not least, a Pavlova.

* Features will vary depending on model

Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele built-in ovens
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Crisp function
For a crispy finish: using dry
heat when preparing some foods, such as
pizza or French fries, achieves better
results.

User programmes
For your favourite dishes: simply select
operating mode, temperature and
programme duration and save the settings
for repeated use.

CleanSteel
No fingerprints on stainless steel: the
surface has a special finish and is easily
cleaned without cleaning agents.

Electronic temperature control
Automatic monitoring: the temperature
selected is constantly monitored and
maintained.

Food probe
Stress-free menu planning: the remaining
time left for the programme to run can be
easily viewed; supervising the process is
no longer necessary.

Individual settings
You decide on language, audible signal,
display brightness, etc.

Clock/timer functions
Always on time: starting time, finishing
time and duration of the cooking process
are easy to select.

Self-cleaning catalytic enamel panel
Helps keep the rear of the oven clean:
during the cooking process, grease
residue is continually broken down.

AirClean catalyser
Prevents grease deposits on furniture,
walls and curtains: grease and odours are
substantially reduced.

Cooling system and touch-cool fronts
Maximum protection: all surfaces around
the appliance remain cool, which offers a
high degree of safety and protection
against burns.

Energy efficiency
Low energy consumption: protects the
environment and saves money.

Safety functions
Your guardian angel: should you forget to
switch the appliance off, the safety
switch-off function will do it for you.

Residual heat utilisation
Ecological and economical: Miele ovens
switch off early and make use of residual
heat to complete the cooking process.

*Features will vary depending on model
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Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele built-in 90 cm wide ovens

TwinPower hot air fans
Quickly ready for use: 2 hot air fans
provide extremely rapid heating-up of the
oven and optimum hot air distribution.

3D control panel
Ergonomic and intuitive: inclined control
panel with M Touch controls.

XXL oven cabinet
Ample space: a 90 litre oven cabinet with
3 shelf levels offers an extremely wide
range of options.

Rotisserie
Nice and crispy on all sides: crispy roast
chicken, for example, is very evenly
roasted and browned.

*Features will vary depending on model

The perfect programme for every recipe
Miele programmes* for cooking, baking and roasting

H 6000 baking and roasting programmes*
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Fan plus
Perfect results: ideal for gentle
baking and roasting on up to
three levels.

Conventional heat
Multi-purpose, classic
function: perfect results on all
traditional baking and roasting recipes.

Moisture plus
As if fresh from the baker:
moisture ensures an incredibly
light dough and a nicely browned crust.
Also perfect for roasts!

Intensive bake
Crispy bases, delicious
toppings: pizza, quiche or
fresh fruit flans – crispy base, moist on
top.

Auto roast
Meat remains tender and juicy:
automatically seared at a high
temperature, then cooked at a lower
roasting temperature.

Fan grill
Crisp on the outside,
succulent inside: ideal for
roast chicken, duck, joints, rolled meat
and many others.

Large grill
Versatile: for grilling large
quantities of steaks, sausages,
kebabs, etc.

Small grill
Designed for small quantities:
ideal for small amounts of
food such as steaks and sausages.
Perfectly grilled every time.

Top heat
Perfect finish: for a perfect
topping when gratinating,
baking toppings and browning.

Bottom heat
Individual requirements: for
cooking food in a Bain Marie
or for browning from underneath.

Defrosting
Gentle on frozen food: frozen
food is gently defrosted under
ideal conditions using cool air.

Rapid heat-up
For those who lead a busy life:
if you only have a little time for
cooking, you will appreciate this
programme.

Gentle bake
Perfect results: the
combination of different heater
elements ensures excellent oven bakes,
gratins and lasagne.

Automatic programmes
Conjuring up over 100 dishes
with ease: bread, cakes or
meat – automatically regulated cooking
process.

Low-temperature cooking
For perfect results: this
method brings out the best in
any type of meat – gently.

Special applications
For rarely used food
preparation methods: user
convenience with various special
programmes such as drying fruit.

User programmes
For up to 20 favourite dishes: simply
select operating mode, temperature and
programme duration and save the settings
for repeated use.
*Features will vary depending on model
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Built-in ovens
Range overview

Model number
Design
Display
Retractable dials/Clear text/Symbols
Gourmet advantages
Precise temperature regulation from 50 – 250°C
Electronic temperature regulation from 25 – 300°C
Wireless food probe/Food probe with cable
Crisp function
Functions
Fan plus/Conventional heat/Grill/Fan grill
Intensive bake/Bottom heat/Defrost/Gentle bake
Moisture plus/Auto roast
Automatic programmes/Sabbath mode
Top heat/Economy grill
Convenience features
Time controlled steam injection
Clock display/Date display
Minute minder/Clock buffer in h
Start-Stop programming/Auto switch-off
Actual temperature display/Recommended temperatures
User programmes/Programmable settings
Oven door
CleanGlass oven door/Door contact switch
Oven cavity
Oven capacity in l
Number of shelf levels/Shelf levels embossed on oven trim
Number of halogen lights
TwinPower hot air fan
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
PerfectClean oven cavity with catalytic back panel
Pyrolytic cleaning programme
Hinged grill element
Efficiency and sustainability
European energy efficiency class
Residual heat utilisation/Rapid heat-up
Safety
Appliance cooling system/Cool front
Safety switch-off/System lock
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage V
Accessories supplied
Baking tray/Universal tray with PerfectClean
Combi rack with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
Side racks with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
FlexiClip telescopic runners
Available colours
Stainless steel/CleanSteel
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink
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H 2260 B

H 2460 B

H 2661 B

–

–

š/–/š

EasyControl
š/–/š

š

š

š

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š

–
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–

–
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–

–

š/–

š/–

š/–

56
4/–
1
–

76
5/š
1
–

76
5/š
1
–

š
š

š
š

š
š

š

š

š

š/–/š
–
–/–
–

–/–
–/–
–/–

–

–
–/–
–

–/–
–/–
–/–

–

–
–/–
–

–/–
–/–
–/–

š/–
š/–
š/š
–/–
–/š

–

A
–/š

A
–/š

A
–/š

š/š

š/š
–/–

š/š
–/š

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.5/230

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.5/230

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.5/230

–/š

–/š

–/š

–/2/–

–/2/–

–/2/–

–/š/–
opt.

–/š/–
opt.

–/š/–
opt.

š

š

š
š
š

–/–

–
–
–

–
–
–

–

Model number
Design
Display
Retractable dials/Clear text/Symbols
Gourmet advantages
Precise temperature regulation from 50 – 250°C
Electronic temperature regulation from 25 – 300°C
Wireless food probe/Food probe with cable
Crisp function
Functions
Fan plus/Conventional heat/Grill/Fan grill
Intensive bake/Bottom heat/Defrost/Gentle bake
Moisture plus/Auto roast
Automatic programmes/Sabbath mode
Top heat/Economy grill
Convenience features
Time controlled steam injection
Clock display/Date display
Minute minder/Clock buffer in h
Start-Stop programming/Auto switch-off
Actual temperature display/Recommended temperatures
User programmes/Programmable settings
Oven door
CleanGlass oven door/Door contact switch
Oven cavity
Oven capacity in l
Number of shelf levels/Shelf levels embossed on oven trim
Number of halogen lights
TwinPower hot air fan
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
PerfectClean oven cavity with catalytic back panel
Pyrolytic cleaning programme
Hinged grill element
Efficiency and sustainability
European energy efficiency class
Residual heat utilisation/Rapid heat-up
Safety
Appliance cooling system/Cool front
Safety switch-off/System lock
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage V
Accessories supplied
Baking tray/Universal tray with PerfectClean
Combi rack with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
Side racks with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
FlexiClip telescopic runners
Available colours
Stainless steel/CleanSteel
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink

H 2661 BP

H 6260 B

H 6260 BP

EasyControl
š/–/š

EasyControl
š/š/š

EasyControl
š/š/š

š

–

–

–/–
–

–/–
–

–
–/–
–

š

š/š/š/š
š/š/–/š

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š
š/–

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š
š/–

–

–

–/–
–/š

š/–
š/200
š/š
š/š
–/š

š/–

š/–

š/–

76
5/š
1
–

76
5/š
1
–

76
5/š
1
–

š

š
š

š

–/–
–/–
–/–
–

š/–
š/–
š/š

–

š
š

–/–
–/–

š

–/–
–/–

š/–
š/200
š/š
š/š
–/š

–

–

š

š
š

A
–/š

A
–/š

A
–/š

š/š
–/š

š/š
š/š

š/š
š/š

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.6/230

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.5/230

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.5/230, 400

–/š

š/š

š/š

–/2/–

2/–/–

–/–/2

–/š/–
opt.

š/–/–
opt.

–/–/š
opt.

š

š

š

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–
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Built-in ovens
Range overview

Model number
Design
Display
Retractable dials/Clear text/Symbols
Gourmet advantages
Precise temperature regulation from 50 – 250°C
Electronic temperature regulation from 25 – 300°C
Wireless food probe/Food probe with cable
Crisp function
Functions
Fan plus/Conventional heat/Grill/Fan grill
Intensive bake/Bottom heat/Defrost/Gentle bake
Moisture plus/Auto roast
Automatic programmes/Sabbath mode
Top heat/Economy grill
Convenience features
Time controlled steam injection
Clock display/Date display
Minute minder/Clock buffer in h
Start-Stop programming/Auto switch-off
Actual temperature display/Recommended temperatures
User programmes/Programmable settings
Oven door
CleanGlass oven door/Door contact switch
Oven cavity
Oven capacity in l
Number of shelf levels/Shelf levels embossed on oven trim
Number of halogen lights
TwinPower hot air fan
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
PerfectClean oven cavity with catalytic back panel
Pyrolytic cleaning programme
Hinged grill element
Efficiency and sustainability
European energy efficiency class
Residual heat utilisation/Rapid heat-up
Safety
Appliance cooling system/Cool front
Safety switch-off/System lock
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage V
Accessories supplied
Baking tray/Universal tray with PerfectClean
Combi rack with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
Side racks with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
FlexiClip telescopic runners
Available colours
Stainless steel/CleanSteel
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink
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* including five of Australia and New Zealand‘s favourites

H 6461 BP

H 6660 BP

H 6860 BP

DirectSensor
–/–/š

SensorTronic
–/–/–

M Touch
–/–/–

–

–

–

–/–
–

–/š

š

š
š/–
š

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š
š/š
š/–
–/–

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š
š/š
š/š
š/š

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š
š/š
š*/š
š/š

š
š/–
š/200
š/š
š/š
20/š

š
š/š
š/200
š/š
š/š
20/š

š
š/š
š/200
š/š
š/š
20/š

š/š

š/š

š/š

76
5/š
1
–

76
5/š
2
–

76
5/š
3
–

š

š

š

š
š

š
š

š
š

š

–

š

–

–

A

A

A

š/š
š/š

š/š
š/š

š/š
š/š

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.5/230, 400

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.7/230, 400

560 – 568 x 600 x 550
3.7/230

š/š

š/š

š/š

–/–/2

–/–/2

–/–/2

–/–/š
opt.

–/–/š
opt.

–/–/š
1 (pyrolytic compatible)

š
š
š
š

š
š
š
š

š
š
š
š

š/š

š/š

š/š

Model number
Design
Display
Retractable dials/Clear text/Symbols
Gourmet advantages
Precise temperature regulation from 50 – 250°C
Electronic temperature regulation from 25 – 300°C
Wireless food probe/Food probe with cable
Crisp function
Functions
Fan plus/Conventional heat/Grill/Fan grill
Intensive bake/Bottom heat/Defrost/Gentle bake
Moisture plus/Auto roast
Automatic programmes/Sabbath mode
Top heat/Economy grill
Convenience features
Time controlled steam injection
Clock display/Date display
Minute minder/Clock buffer in h
Start-Stop programming/Auto switch-off
Actual temperature display/Recommended temperatures
User programmes/Programmable settings
Oven door
CleanGlass oven door/Door contact switch
Oven cavity
Oven capacity in l
Number of shelf levels/Shelf levels embossed on oven trim
Number of halogen lights
TwinPower hot air fan
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
PerfectClean oven cavity with catalytic back panel
Pyrolytic cleaning programme
Hinged grill element
Efficiency and sustainability
European energy efficiency class
Residual heat utilisation/Rapid heat-up
Safety
Appliance cooling system/Cool front
Safety switch-off/System lock
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage V
Accessories supplied
Baking tray/Universal tray with PerfectClean
Combi rack with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
Side racks with PerfectClean/without PerfectClean/
Pyroltic compatible
FlexiClip telescopic runners
Available colours
Stainless steel/CleanSteel
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink

H 6090 B

H 6890 BP

–

š/–/š

M Touch
–/–/–

š

–

–
–/–
–

š
š/–

š/š/š/š
–/š/š/–
–/–
–/–
–/–

š/š/š/š
š/š/š/š
š/š
š/š
š/š

–
–/–
–
–/–
–
–/–

š
š/š
š/200
š/š
š/š
20/š

š/–

š/š

90
3/š
1

90
3/š
3

š
š

š

š

–

š
–

–

š
š

B
–/š

B

š/š
–/–

š/š
š/š

860 x 517 x 550
3.7/230

860 x 517 x 550
5.6/230

–/1

–/2

2/–/–

–/–/2

š/–/–
–

–/–/š
2 (pyrolytic compatible)

š

š

š

–
–
–

š/š

–
–
–
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Useful information
Miele built-in ovens – glossary

3D control panel
The control panel of the top of the range 90 cm wide oven,
conveniently inclined towards the user, underlines the design of
the appliance and ensures convenient and simple operation.
AirClean catalyser
Grease and odours are removed from cooking vapours.
This prevents grease deposits on furniture, walls and
curtains. Cooking odours are also substantially reduced.
The catalyser can be easily activated and deactivated.
Appliance cooling system and touch-cool fronts
All surfaces around Miele ovens remain cool. This ensures that
controls, handles and adjacent cabinets stay cool to the touch.
The multi-pane door glass insulates the oven door and ensures a
low temperature on the outside (50°C in normal mode, 70°C in
pyrolytic mode). For a high degree of safety and protection
against burns.
Automatic programmes
With electronically regulated programmes for over 100
different foods you can cook poultry and bake cakes
and bread to perfection every time. No need to select
the operating mode, temperature or cooking duration. Even the
degree of cooking and browning of meat, for example, can be
defined to suit taste. Thanks to special automatic programmes for
low-temperature cooking, you can enjoy perfectly cooked meat
comparable to that served in the finest restaurants.
CleanSteel
Miele stainless-steel appliances feature a high-grade
CleanSteel finish. This allows for particularly easy
cleaning. Thanks to CleanSteel, fingerprints are barely
visible.
Clock/Timer functions
Miele ovens offer various clock/timer functions. By selecting a
start and finish time or the duration of the cooking process, your
meals will be perfectly cooked at exactly the right time. The
process is completed automatically at the programmed time. In
the event of a power cut, the clock time is saved for up to approx.
200 hours.
Crisp function
The controlled reduction of moisture in the oven creates a dry
micro-climate. This results in particularly crispy French fries,
croquettes, etc. The Crisp function can be added to any operating
mode to suit individual preferences.
Electronic temperature control
Electronic sensors guarantee precise temperature control and
monitoring. Temperature fluctuations are barely noticeable
ensuring excellent baking and roasting results as well as a wide
range of applications varying from making yoghurt to perfectly
grilled kebabs.
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Energy efficiency
Miele ovens, are particularly energy efficient and are
10% more economical than the standard required for
achieving a European ‘A’ energy efficiency rating. This
protects the environment and saves money (see below: * for
ovens).
FlexiClip runners
Fully telescopic runners allow baking trays, universal
trays and racks as well as Miele Gourmet oven dishes to
be pulled clear of the oven safely and securely. This
allows you, for example, to baste or turn a roast outside the hot
oven without the risk of getting burned. They can be used on all
shelf levels.
Food probe
Like the wireless food probe, the conventional probe
(with cable) also enables the accurate roasting of meat,
fish and poultry by measuring the core temperature and
displaying the time remaining. Monitoring the cooking process is
therefore no longer necessary. Using the food probe is simple and
convenient. It also turns menu planning into a pleasurable task.
Individual settings
On many Miele models it is possible to modify default parameters
such as language, acoustic signals, display brightness, etc. to suit
your needs.
Moisture Plus
Combining Fan Plus with moisture ensures perfect
results when baking bread or cakes, or when roasting
meat. The results are tender, juicy meat with a delicious
crispy crust, and fresh bread and bread rolls as if from the local
baker. In Moisture Plus mode, it is possible to programme steam
admission at the relevant times for greater convenience. Moisture
Plus is also used in various automatic programmes, in select
models it also applied with Conventional, Intensive bake, or
AutoRoast.
Residual heat utilisation
You can achieve even better energy efficiency by using the food
probe or by programming the cooking duration. The Miele oven
switches off before the end of the programme and makes use of
residual heat to complete the cooking process.
Rotisserie
Nice and crispy on all sides. This convenient accessory for the
top of the range 90 cm wide oven is not only ideal for roast
chicken but also for spare ribs and other meats – simply delicious!
Safety functions
The appliance can be locked at the touch of a button to prevent
unintentional operation, e.g. by children.
Miele ovens switch off automatically if the maximum operating
time is exceeded. So you don’t need to worry if you forget to
switch the appliance off by mistake.

Self-cleaning catalytic enamel
Miele ovens with PerfectClean finish also feature catalytic enamel
on the difficult-to-access rear panel. During the cooking process,
grease residue is continually broken down. This helps to keep the
rear panel of the oven clean.
Special applications
To achieve perfect results on some foods requires a particular
temperature or a certain micro-climate inside the oven. This
applies, for example, to proving dough or drying fruit.
Special automatic programmes
Miele automatic programmes cater for all tastes. Along
with a wide variety of international dishes, select ovens
now offer 5 favourite Australian / New Zealand recipes.
This enables you to cook Pavlova or a difficult to prepare Beef
Wellington to perfection every time!
TwinPower hot air fans
2 hot air fans inside Miele 90 cm wide ovens provide extremely
rapid heating-up of the oven and optimum hot air distribution. The
ovens are quickly ready for use, and excel with the evenness of
their cooking without having to change over trays.
User programmes
Miele ovens allow you to create and save up to 20 of your
favourite programmes: operating mode, time and temperature can
be set individually. This allows you to call up the settings for your
favourite food at the touch of a button – and excellent cooking
results are achieved automatically and precisely every time.
Wireless food probe
Precise results on fish, meat and poultry using the food
probe with countdown indicator to measure the core
temperature. Supervising the process is no longer
necessary. The food probe is very easy to use. The special
highlight: it is always at hand as it is stored in the oven door.
XXL oven cabinet
The 90 cm wide XXL ovens with a 90 litre cabinet offer ample
space for cooking and baking on 3 shelf levels.

*10% more economical than the threshold (0.99 kWh/ oven capacity 65 litres and above) for
European Energy Efficiency Rating A
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Two appliances in one on the smallest of footprints
Speed ovens
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If you are excited by cooking, you will most certainly place
great emphasis on the quality of your cookware and
innovative kitchen technology. And if time is of the
essence a Speed oven fits the bill perfectly.
Because the journey to achieving delicious food is as
important as the enjoyment of eating it, great significance
is attached to preparation and cooking. Some people
prefer to enjoy the anticipation and surprise others with
carefully composed creations; others like to share their
cooking enthusiasm with like-minded people and open
their kitchen up for the kind of hospitality that begins long
before they sit down to eat.
The Speed oven combines the benefits of two powerful
appliances into one, and fits into a 45 cm high niche: it is a
fully-fledged oven with various operating modes including
Fan Plus, and a powerful microwave.
You have the choice: you can use the functions separately,
for example to bake delicious bread and cakes with the
oven function or make a cup of hot chocolate with the
microwave function. But most importantly, you can also
use both functions together and save up to 30% time
(compared to cooking without microwave power),
depending on the dish.
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Exclusive features for speedy results
The product highlights* of Miele Speed ovens

Combination of cooking modes
Versatile and time-saving: by combining
microwave energy with conventional
heating methods you can save up to 30%
time compared to cooking without
microwave power.

Quick microwave
Full power at your fingertips: fast selection
of microwave function via a separate
sensor control.

Automatic programmes
Conjuring up over 100 dishes with ease:
bread, cakes or meat fully automatic food preparation.

Food probe
Stress-free menu planning: The time
remaining for the programme to run can
be easily viewed; supervising the process
is no longer necessary.

Popcorn button
At the touch of a button: fast
and easy preparation of one packet of
popcorn.

*Features will vary depending on model

Stainless-steel cabinet with PerfectClean finish and linen-weave
pattern
The cabinet of Speed ovens is made from stainless-steel with a linen-weave
structure and PerfectClean finish. This surface finish makes it less susceptible to
scratches and is considerably easier to clean than a conventional stainless-steel
cabinet. The PerfectClean finish has excellent non-stick properties making it hard
for soiling to stick to the oven interior during cooking.
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Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele Speed ovens

User programmes
For your favourite dishes: simply select
operating mode, temperature and
programme duration and save the settings
for repeated use.

CleanSteel
No fingerprints on stainless steel: the
surface has a special finish and is easily
cleaned without cleaning agents.

Electronic temperature control
Automatic monitoring: the temperature
selected is constantly monitored and
maintained.

Individual settings
You decide on language, audible signal,
display brightness, etc.

Clock/timer functions
Always on time: starting time, finishing
time and duration of the cooking process
are easy to select.

Cooling system and touch-cool fronts
Maximum protection: all surfaces around
the appliance remain cool, which offers a
high degree of safety and protection
against burns.

Safety functions
Your guardian angel: should you forget to
switch the appliance off, the safety
switch-off function will do it for you.
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*Features will vary depending on model

The perfect programme for every recipe
Miele Speed oven programmes* for cooking, baking and roasting

Fan plus
Perfect results: ideal for gentle
baking and roasting on up to
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two levels.

Conventional heat
Multi-purpose, classic
function: perfect results for all
traditional baking and roasting recipes.

Intensive bake
Crispy bases, delicious
toppings: pizza, quiche or
fresh fruit flans – crispy base, moist on
top.

Auto roast
Meat remains tender and juicy:
meat is seared at a high
temperature, then cooked at a lower
roasting temperature.

Fan grill
Crisp on the outside,
succulent inside: ideal for
roast chicken, duck, joints, rolled meat
and many others.

Gentle bake
Perfect results: the
combination of different heater
elements ensures excellent oven bakes,
gratins and lasagne.

Top heat
Perfect finish: for a perfect
topping when gratinating,
baking toppings and browning.

Bottom heat
Individual requirements: for
cooking food in a Bain Marie
or for browning from underneath.

Defrost
Gentle on frozen food: frozen
food is gently defrosted under
ideal conditions using cool air.

Rapid heat-up
For those who lead a busy life:
if you have only a little time for
cooking, you will appreciate this
programme.

Automatic programmes
Conjuring up over 100 dishes
with ease: bread, cakes or
meat – fully automatic cooking processes.

Special applications
For rarely used food preparation methods:
user convenience with various special
programmes such as drying fruit.

User programmes
For 20 favourite dishes: simply select
operating mode, temperature and
programme duration and save the settings
for repeated use.

Microwave plus Fan plus
Baking and roasting at the
double: ideal for gentle baking
and roasting on up to two levels.

Microwave plus Grill
Rapid results: for grilling meat,
fish and more.

Microwave plus Fan grill
Versatile: for grilling steaks,
sausages, kebabs, rolled
meat, etc.

Microwave plus Auto roast
Succulent inside, crisp on the outside:
meat is seared at a high temperature,
cooking then continues using microwave
power.
*Features will vary depending on model
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Speed ovens
Range overview

Model number
Design
Display
Retractable dials/Clear text/Symbols
Gourmet advantages
Electronic temperature regulation from 25 to 250°C
Electronically controlled microwave power
Microwave power levels: 80, 150, 300, 450, 600, 850 and 1000 W
Functions
Fan plus/Fan grill/Auto roast
Gentle bake/Defrost/Low temperature cooking
Grill/Number of grill settings
Intensive bake/Conventional heat/Bottom heat
Microwave solo
Microwave with Grill and Fan grill
Microwave with Fan plus
Microwave with Auto roast
Automatic programmes/Sabbath mode
Wireless food probe/Food probe with cable
Special applications
Convenience features
Popcorn function
Clock display/Date display/Minute minder
Start-Stop programming/Auto switch-off
Actual temperature display/Recommended temperatures
Quick start for Microwave solo
User programmes/Programmable settings
Recommended microwave power level for each function
Oven door
CleanGlass oven door/Door contact switch
Drop down door/Side hinged door
Oven cavity
Oven capacity in l/Shelf levels embossed on oven trim
Number of halogen lights: in roof of oven/side of oven
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
Stainless steel oven cavity with PerfectClean/Linen finish
Hinged grill element
Safety
Appliance cooling system and cool front
Safety switch-off/System lock
Rapid heat-up
Accessories supplied
Number of glass trays/Combi racks
Boiling rod
Technical data
Total connected load in kW/Voltage V
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Available colours
Stainless steel/CleanSteel
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink
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Useful information
Miele Speed ovens – glossary

Appliance cooling system and touch-cool fronts
All surfaces on Miele Speed ovens remain cool. This ensures that
controls, handles and adjacent cabinets remain cool to the touch.
The multi-pane door glass insulates the oven door effectively and
ensures a low temperature on the outside. This gives a high
degree of safety and protection against burns.

Quick microwave
The QuickStart function provides fast selection of the highest
microwave power setting and makes heating beverages and food
much easier. Defined time settings can be altered to meet your
individual needs. For example, for a regularly prepared cup of hot
chocolate in the evening or fast heating of baby bottles.

Automatic programmes
With electronically controlled programmes for more than
100 different foods you can bake cakes and bread and
cook poultry, etc. to perfection every time. There's
no need to select the operating mode, temperature or cooking
duration, but you can select the degree of cooking – e.g. with
meat. Combining traditional oven functions with microwave power
speeds up the cooking process and you do not have to wait long
to enjoy perfectly cooked food.

Residual heat utilisation
You can achieve even better energy efficiency by using the food
probe or by programming the cooking duration. The Miele Speed
oven switches off before the end of the programme and makes
use of residual heat to complete the cooking process.

CleanSteel
Miele stainless-steel appliances feature a particularly
high-grade CleanSteel finish. This allows for
exceptionally easy cleaning. Thanks to CleanSteel,
fingerprints are barely visible.

Safety functions
The appliance can be locked at the touch of a button to prevent
unintentional operation, e.g. by children. Miele ovens switch off
automatically if the maximum operating time is exceeded. So you
don't need to worry if you forget to switch the appliance off by
mistake.

Combination of microwave cooking modes
Many foods can be cooked much quicker by combining
microwave energy with conventional heating methods, saving you
up to 30% time, depending on the food.

Stainless-steel cabinet with PerfectClean finish and linenweave pattern
This special Miele oven cabinet surface finish is less
susceptible to scratches and is considerably easier to
clean than a conventional smooth stainless-steel cabinet
making it hard for soiling to stick to the oven interior during
cooking.

Electronic temperature control
Electronic sensors guarantee precise temperature control and
monitoring. Temperature fluctuations are barely noticeable
ensuring excellent baking and roasting results as well as a wide
range of appications varying from making yoghurt to the perfect
gratin.

User programmes
Miele ovens allow you to create and save up to 20 of your
favourite dishes: operating mode, duration and temperature can
be set individually. This allows you to call up the settings for your
favourite food at the touch of a button – and excellent cooking
results are achieved automatically and precisely every time.

Food probe
Precise results with fish, meat and poultry using the
food probe with countdown indicator to measure the
core temperature. Supervising the process is no longer
necessary. Using the food probe is simple and convenient. It also
turns menu planning into an enjoyable task.
Individual settings
On many Miele models it is possible to modify default parameters
such as language, keypad tone, volume or acoustic signals, etc.
to suit your needs.
Popcorn button
Perfect popcorn at the touch of a button. The duration
and wattage is tailored for making a 100 g packet of
popcorn. Programmed times can be modified to suit
personal taste.
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Rediscover the joy of cooking
Steam cooking with Miele

Tradition meets innovation: steam cooking is a
centuries-old tradition
The origins of today’s steam cooking lie in China, where
steaming food has been the main method of cooking for
centuries. Long before our time, double-skinned pans were
used to keep the food separate from the water. The benefits of
this gentle method of cooking were underestimated for a long
time in the West. With a Miele steam oven you can now enjoy
this tried and tested method at home every day, with the added
convenience benefits of Miele electronic controls!
A Miele steam oven is a real all-rounder and makes the perfect
partner for an oven and a cooktop. Preparing individual side
dishes or making a complete menu – the steam oven can cope
with all this and more!
Purchasing a Miele steam oven is the start of a long-lasting
partnership which promises enjoyment, healthy food and an
abundance of cooking experiences.
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Healthy living
Steamed food contains more vitamins and minerals, and tastes better

In Miele steam ovens, fresh food is prepared extremely
gently. You can taste the difference – and even measure it in a
laboratory! Steam cooking not only preserves intense, natural
flavours, but even more importantly precious vitamins,
minerals and trace elements. Scientific tests have proven the
clear benefits of steam cooking compared with conventional
methods.
Steamed food has a vitamin content of up to 50% more than
boiled food. Steam cooking ensures the best possible food
quality and contributes significantly to a vitamin-rich and
healthy diet.

Steam cooking – the ideal cooking
method
Scientific tests carried out by the
renowned Universities of Giessen &
Koblenz/Landau in Germany confirm the
benefits of steam cooking in comparison
with other cooking methods.
Nutrients
"Tested to scientific standards, steam
cooking proved to be superior to
traditional methods in terms of retaining
sensitive nutrients (e.g. vitamin C,
minerals, trace elements)."
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Elmar Schlich

More vitamins, more minerals

Vitamin-C-content of broccoli (mg/100 g)

raw

boiled

cooked in steam oven

Broccoli from the steam oven contains
50% more vitamin C than boiled broccoli.
Vitamin-C-content of peppers (mg/100 g)

raw

boiled

cooked in steam oven

Steamed capsicum have over 25% more
vitamin C than boiled capsicum.
Mineral and trace elements in pepper (mg/100 g)

raw

boiled

cooked in steam oven

Red capsicum cooked in a Miele steam
oven contain as many minerals as raw
capsicum. By comparison, boiled
capsicum have approx. 45% less nutrients
than raw capsicum.
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More flavour
"Tested according to scientific standards,
it can be said that steam-cooking
vegetables is far superior to traditional
methods with respect to sensory
properties." For all foodstuffs tested, the
Miele steam oven achieved first place
ahead of boiling in all sensory test
categories.“
Dr. oec. troph. Michaela Ziems

Sensory results for vegetables

boiled

cooked in steam oven

In laboratory tests, four criteria were
tested which define the quality of
enjoyment, according to a scientific points
system: appearance, taste, aroma and
texture. The unequivocal result: steam
cooking with Miele is both the tastiest and
the healthiest method of cooking
vegetables, irrespective of whether
produce is fresh or frozen before cooking.

Sensory results for fish

boiled

cooked in steam oven

Fish retains its texture and unique flavour
as it is enveloped in steam and gently
cooked. The above chart shows clearly
that steam cooking proves to be far
superior in terms of sensory properties.

Stunning perspectives
Miele steam oven design and dimension

Built-in steam ovens
Thanks to its compact size a Miele steam oven can easily
be integrated into your kitchen design. At 60 cm wide and
45 cm tall, it fits all standard niches, allowing you to
choose the perfect location for yours.
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Steam cooking or steam combination
cooking?
Miele offers two different types of steam
ovens. Whichever one you choose, you
can look forward to delicious, healthy
food.

Steam ovens
Miele steam ovens operate without
pressure in the temperature range of 40 –
100°C. Ideal for vegetables, fish, side
dishes, desserts and much more.

Steam combination ovens
Miele also offers steam combination
ovens which combine steam cooking with
traditional cooking functions. See "Steam
combination ovens" for more information
about these appliances.

Exclusive features for professional results
The product highlights* of Miele steam ovens

MultiSteam
Perfection to suit personal tastes – the Miele
steam oven is an all-round expert and the perfect partner for
an oven and a cook. As the cooking durations for steaming
and boiling are identical, you do not have to change your
cooking habits. You can make starters, soups, fish, meat,
vegetables, side-dishes or puddings individually or as a
complete meal in one cooking process. Individual preferences
for cooking results – firm or tender – can also be catered for
with the Miele steam oven.
Thanks to Miele’s MultiSteam technology, external steam
generation ensures perfect results. 8 steam inlet ports enable
fast generation of steam and steam distribution, short heat-up
times and uniform cooking results.
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Large cabinet with plenty of space
Using the entire depth: it's easy to cook
large quantities at once which saves time
and energy.

Simple cleaning
No limescale: thanks to external steam
generation cleaning is quick and easy.

Automatic programmes
Cook more than 50 types of food to
perfection with ease:
guaranteed results with fish, meat,
vegetables and more.

Keep warm function
Prevents food from cooling
down: food is kept automatically at
serving temperature for 15 minutes after
the programme has finished.

Cooking on three levels
Saving time and electricity: simultaneous
cooking of different types of food without
the transfer of flavours.

*Features will vary depending on model

Interior lighting and clear view door
Visible at a glance: new on Miele steam
ovens – interior lighting and a clear view
door so you can see what’s cooking.
Light weight water container
Easy to carry: the transparent plastic
water container makes refilling nice and
easy.
Quantity-independent cooking
The cooking duration is always the same:
100 g or 1 kg – the cooking duration is the
same no matter what the weight is.
Wide range of accessories
For all your cooking needs: Miele offers a
wide range of accessories for your steam
oven.
CleanSteel
No fingerprints on stainless steel: the
surface has a protective finish and no
special cleaning agents are required.
Steam reduction
Safe and convenient: you can open the
door and remove food immediately
without steam bellowing out.
User programmes
For your favourite dishes: simply select
operating mode, temperature and
programme duration and save the settings
for repeated use.

*Features will vary depending on model

Convenient descaling programme
Descaling made easy: simply follow the
instructions in the display and use Miele’s
descaling tablets to ensure your appliance
functions perfectly.
Recommended temperatures
Decision making made easy: the
recommended temperature for your
chosen process appears in the display.
Cooling system and touch-cool fronts
Maximum protection: all surfaces around
the appliance remain cool, offering a high
degree of safety and protection against
burns.
Timer functions
Always on time: starting time, finishing
time and duration of the cooking process
are easy to select.
Individual settings
You decide on language, audible signal,
display brightness, etc.
Electronic temperature control
Automatic monitoring: the temperature
selected is constantly monitored and
maintained.
Safety functions
Your guardian angel: should you forget to
switch the appliance off, the safety
switch-off function does it for you.

Fish/seafood
Good for body and soul: fish prepared
in the steam oven is cooked to perfection
and retains its own unique flavour.

Meat
Particularly tender and juicy: most
nutrients in the meat are retained when
cooked in the steam oven.

Side dishes
Simply indispensable: potatoes, rice
and pasta are an extremely nutritious part
of any meal.

Desserts
Sweet temptations for dessert: the steam
oven can be used to make all sorts of
delicious desserts.

Cooking eggs
The perfect breakfast egg: soft,
medium or hard in only 4 to 10 minutes
at 100 °C.

Making yoghurt
Always fresh, always delicious: yoghurt is
easy to make in a steam oven in just 5
hours at 40 °C.

Disinfecting baby bottles
Bacteria-free in only 15 minutes: fast and
uncomplicated disinfection of baby bottles
at 100 °C.

Soups
A popular starter: all sorts of soups can
be made in the steam oven for a tasty
starter.

Blanching
Perfect retention of quality: the steam
oven is perfect for blanching fruit and
vegetables ready for freezing.
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The right setting for every recipe
Miele steam ovens – wide range of applications
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Reheating
Tastes as if freshly cooked: dishes can
be reheated at 80 °C to 100 °C in approx.
5 minutes without drying out.

Defrosting
Gentle on frozen food: frozen food is
gently defrosted at approx. 60 °C.

Proving yeast dough
Soft bread and delicious cakes: another
talent the steam oven has to offer –
proving yeast dough at 40 °C.

Heating damp flannels
Perfect hospitality: flannels can
be steamed and offered to guests prior to
or at the end of the meal.

Keep-warm function
Delays are no problem: food is kept at
serving temperature for up to 15 minutes
after the programme has ended.

Juicing
Home-made fruit juice and jelly: gentle
juice extraction using steam.

Melting chocolate
No burning or lumps: chocolate melts to
perfection at 90 °C.

Skinning tomatoes, etc.
Skinning made fast and simple: tomatoes,
nectarines and almonds skinned in just 1 4 minutes in the steam oven.

Bottling
The perfect method for bottling: jars are
perfectly sterilised for the preservation of
fruit, etc.

Steam ovens
Range overview

Model number
Type of appliance
Built-in/benchtop steam oven
Design
Display
Retractable dials
Gourmet advantages
Precise temperature regulation from 40 – 100°C
Menu cooking with no transfer of flavours between different foods
Automatic programmes with programmable level of doneness
Keeping warm function
Functions
Automatic programmes
Steam cooking
Defrosting
Reheating
Convenience features
Steam cooking on up to 3 levels
Automatic menu cooking
Steam reduction at end of programme
Clock display/Date display/Minute minder
Start-Stop programming
Actual temperature display/Recommended temperatures
User programmes/Programmable settings
Appliance door
CleanGlass door/ClearView door
Door hinging
Oven cavity
Oven cavity volume in l
Number of shelf levels
Usable surface area on each level
MultiSteam module/MultiSteam module with LED lighting
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (Cleansteel appliances only)
External steam generator
Floor heater for condensate reduction
Automatic descaling programme
Steam technology and water supply
MultiSteam/MonoSteam
Water container for approx. 90 minutes steam cooking
Water container with steam generator/Fresh water container
Safety
Appliance cooling system and Cool front
Safety switch-off/System lock
Door contact switch
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V
Accessories supplied
Perforated stainless steel containers/Solid stainless steel containers
Rack/Condensate tray
Cookery book
Available colours
CleanSteel
Obsidian Black
Brilliant White
Mink
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Useful information
Miele steam ovens – glossary

Appliance cooling system and touch-cool fronts
All surfaces around the appliance remain cool. This ensures that
controls, handles and adjacent cabinets stay cool to the touch.
For a high degree of safety and protection against burns this
system prevents steam condensation building up on the fascia
and ensures low contact temperature on the front of the
appliance.
Automatic menu cooking
Up to three different dishes can be cooked simultaneously in the
automatic menu cooking programme. Temperature, cooking
duration and the sequence in which dishes are added are
automatically controlled. The appliance indicates when and on
which level the dishes should be placed in the oven, so each one
is ready at the same time. Cooking a complete menu in one single
process is stress-free!

Large capacity cabinet
The cabinet in Miele’s new steam oven with MultiSteam can
accommodate a GN 1/2 container together with a GN 1/3
container on each of the three levels. Ample space for cooking
entire menus!
Light weight water container
All Miele steam ovens with MultiSteam feature a light and easy to
handle water container. The steam generator is positioned behind
the cooking cabinet.

Automatic programmes
Intelligent automatic programmes for cooking various
types of food simplify your everyday tasks in the kitchen.
Manual selection of temperature and duration is not
required. For many dishes the level of “doneness” can be
individually set for perfect cooking results every time.

MultiSteam
MultiSteam is the combination of powerful steam
generation and optimum steam distribution via 8 inlet
ports. The powerful steam generator ensures fast
generation of steam and hence shorter heat-up times. The special
arrangement and direction of the 8 steam inlet ports results in
faster distribution of steam in the cooking cabinet and around
cooking containers, which achieves uniform cooking results.

CleanSteel
Miele stainless-steel appliances feature a particularly
high-end CleanSteel finish. CleanSteel is very easy to
clean without the need for proprietary cleaners. Thanks
to CleanSteel, fingerprints are barely visible.

Programmable settings
Most Miele steam ovens allow you to modify default parameters
such as keypad tone and volume to suit your needs.

Convenient descaling programme
All Miele steam ovens can be descaled extremely easily with
Miele descaling tablets. The appliance reminds you when
descaling is necessary and guides you step by step via the
display through the short process.
Cooking on three levels
You can cook on up to three levels at a time in a Miele steam
oven. Even different dishes can be cooked together because
there is no cross-over of taste or smell. This allows you to cook a
complete menu for several people with every dish retaining its
own authentic flavour.
Electronic temperature control
Cooking temperature is electronically monitored and reliably
regulated. Maintaining the precise temperature ensures perfect
results every time.
Interior lighting and clear-view door
The clear-view door in combination with the unique and innovative
interior lighting provides an excellent view of what’s cooking.
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Keep warm function
Food is kept at serving temperature for up to 15 minutes after the
programme has ended, without loss of quality. It is therefore not a
problem should anyone be delayed for a few minutes.

Quantity-independent cooking
One portion or a meal for the whole family, frozen or fresh food,
the cooking time remains the same in a Miele steam oven.
Weighing and working out cooking times is no longer necessary.
Recommended temperatures
A recommended temperature, which can be easily altered if
necessary, is displayed for every operating mode. No need to
work it out yourself. Operating the appliance could not be simpler!
Safety functions
The appliance can be locked at the touch of a button to prevent
unintentional operation, e.g. by children. Miele steam ovens
switch off automatically if the maximum operating duration is
exceeded. So you don’t need to worry if you forget to switch the
appliance off by mistake.
Simple cleaning
Thanks to external steam generation and a stainless steel cabinet,
Miele steam ovens are particularly easy to keep clean. Unpleasant
limescale cannot form inside the cabinet. The smooth cabinet
walls and particularly the bottom panel don’t attract soiling. After
the cooking process has finished, the interior only requires wiping
down and is dry and clean again.

Steam reduction
Before the end of a programme, steam is expelled from the oven
in a controlled manner, ensuring that the volume of steam
discharged when the user opens the oven door is reduced to a
minimum.
Timer functions
By selecting a start and finish time or the duration of the cooking
process, meals are prepared to perfection and ready at your
convenience. The process is completed automatically at the
appropriate time. The time-of-day is saved for up to 200 hours in
the event of a power failure. When the power supply is restored,
the current time appears in the display – no need to reset.
User programmes
Miele steam ovens allow you to create and save up to 20 of your
favourite dishes: temperature and duration can be set individually.
You can even specify how well done you want your food.
This enables you to cook your favourite food at the touch of a
button – with excellent results every time.
Wide range of accessories
Miele steam ovens come with a variety of stainless steel cooking
containers as standard. Together with a wide range of additional
accessories for more specific uses, these are also available to
order from Miele via the online-shop under www.miele-shop.com.
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Cook like a chef!
Steam combination cooking with Miele

Nowadays, dining is so much more than simply satisfying
a basic need. It is no longer only the type of food that is
being cooked and eaten that matters, but the way food is
prepared, savoured and consumed that is more important.
Miele steam combination ovens fulfil all your cooking
requirements. As fully fledged steam ovens, they have all
the benefits as described in the chapter on steam ovens.
They also have all the conventional functions of an oven.
They are available with various cabinet sizes and Fan Plus
as default operating mode as well as top and bottom heat,
intensive baking and grill. They really show their versatility
with 'Combi cooking' – a combination of moist and hot air
ensuring outstanding baking and roasting results.
More flavour, more vitamins: why steam cooking is so
healthy
Food prepared in a Miele steam oven is a real feast for the
senses, from the intensive, authentic taste to the
pleasantly al dente consistency. The principle of steam
cooking is as simple as it is effective: food is gently
enveloped in hot steam. The immediate exchange of heat
ensures rapid cooking minimal heating-up time. The food
is not immersed in water and so retains flavour and
vitamins, reducing the loss of nutrients. This gentle
cooking method is particularly suitable for delicate foods
such as tender vegetables and fish, but also for meat and
potatoes.
The right operating mode for every type of food – this
is the secret to excellent cooking results
With additional oven functions such as top and bottom
heat, top or bottom heat, large or small grill, fan grill or
intensive bake, the DGC XL steam combination oven in
particular is also a fully functioning conventional oven. The
wireless food probe monitors the core temperature
constantly, calculates the cooking time automatically and
stops the cooking process exactly at the right time when
the set core temperature has been reached.
The art of baking and roasting with combination
cooking
Cooking with steam has long been in the repertoire of
chefs de cuisine. Increasing the humidity in the cabinet
optimises baking and roasting results: soft, delicioussmelling bread with a shiny, appetising crust as if fresh
from the local baker or a roast as tasty as in a restaurant.
Because the bread dough is subjected to steam in the first
step of baking, it rises better. Moisture is introduced after
the meat has been sealed and continues cooking at a
lower temperature. This achieves even and perfect results.
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Perfect results
Miele steam combination systems and technologies
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External steam generation
In contrast to other manufacturers’ systems, in all Miele
steam combination ovens the steam generator is situated
outside the oven cabinet. This gives considerable
advantages for the cooking process: ideal steam quantity,
optimum temperature, quantity-independent cooking
times as well as rapid heating-up. And because limescale
cannot build up in the oven cabinet, cleaning is quick and
easy.
MultiSteam
MultiSteam is a system which perfects
external steam generation. It is specifically geared to the
requirements of large steam combination oven cabinets.
The powerful steam generator (3.3 kW) ensures fast
generation of steam and hence shorter heat-up times. The
special arrangement and direction of the 6 steam inlet
ports integrated into the rear cabinet panel results in faster
distribution of steam throughout the cabinet and around
cooking containers. This feature ensures uniform results
and guarantees perfectly prepared culinary delights.
MonoSteam
This steam system is ideal for steam combination ovens
with standard cooking cabinets. The steam generator is
located inside the water container. Steam enters the
cabinet via a steam inlet port.
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Elevate your cooking
Miele steam combination ovens

Miele steam combination ovens with German precision
engineering and intelligent electronic controls are the perfect
tool for your cooking to reach new culinary heights.
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Miele 45 x 60 cm steam combination ovens are the ideal complement to a
conventional oven. In combination with a Miele 14 cm high Gourmet warmer
drawer, they fit next to it into a 60 x 60 cm niche. This opens up untold cooking
opportunities to create entire multi-course menus at once.
Steam combination ovens
Miele steam combination ovens offer all the functions of 'steam only' ovens along
with Fan Plus. By combining both dry and moist heat, perfect roasting and baking
results can be achieved.
XL steam combination ovens
Miele XL steam combination ovens offer all the functions of 'steam only'
ovens. They also feature all operating modes of a high-end conventional oven
and, a food probe with or without a lead. Having additional combination options
with moisture and a very large cabinet, the combination steam oven is a true allrounder.
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Exclusive features for Gourmet results
The product highlights* of Miele steam combination ovens

MultiSteam
Perfection to suit personal tastes – Miele steam
combination ovens are all-round talents and the perfect
partners for an oven and a cooktop. As the cooking durations
for steaming and boiling are identical, you do not have to
change your cooking habits. You can make starters, soups,
fish, meat, vegetables, side-dishes or puddings individually or
as a complete meal in one cooking process. Individual
preferences for cooking results – firm or tender – can also be
catered for with the Miele steam combination oven. Thanks to
Miele’s MultiSteam technology, external steam generation
ensures perfect results. 6 steam inlet ports enable fast
generation of steam and steam distribution, short heat-up
times and uniform cooking results.
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Fully fledged steam oven, conventional
oven, steam combination oven
3 in 1: achieving perfect cooking,
roasting and baking results with
unlimited combination options.

XL cabinet
Ample space: complete meals can be
prepared simultaneously for up to 10
persons; sufficient room for poultry or a
whole fish.

Motorised lift-up fascia
panel
Convenient: the panel opens at the touch
of a button to reveal the water container,
condensation container and food probe.

Combination cooking
Crispy on the outside, succulent on the
inside: combination of, for example, moist
and hot air for excellent baking and
roasting results.

Wireless food probe
No supervision necessary: the
countdown indicator provides precise
information on when meat, fish or poultry
is ready.

*Features will vary depending on model

Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele steam combination ovens
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Keep warm function
Prevents food from cooling
down: food is kept automatically at
serving temperature for 15 minutes after
the programme has ended.

Electronic climate control
Ideal microclimate: the climate sensor
ensures perfect cooking results.

Condensation container
Pleasant climate in the
kitchen: excess steam is collected in the
condensation container.

Plumbed in
Always ready for use: the water container
is automatically filled and emptied.

PerfectClean
Fast cleaning: as hardly any
food residue sticks to the surfaces,
cleaning is child’s play.

Automatic menu cooking
A complete menu: menu
cooking automatically determines
temperature, cooking duration and
sequence in which the food is added.

Automatic programmes
Conjuring up over 200 dishes with ease:
bread, cakes or meat – fully automatically
regulated food preparation.

Cooking on three levels
Saving time and electricity: cooking fish,
vegetables and meat simultaneously and
enjoying each one without the transfer of
flavour.

User programmes
For your favourite dishes: simply select
operating mode, temperature and
programme duration and save the settings
for repeated use.

Quantity-independent cooking
The cooking duration is always the same:
100 g or 1 kg – the cooking duration is
always the same no matter what the
weight is.

Optional accessories with
PerfectClean finish
First class features: multi-purpose trays
and combination racks also have excellent
non-stick properties.

CleanSteel
No fingerprints on stainless steel: the
surface is protected and no special
cleaning agents are required.

Clock/timer functions
Always on time: starting time, finishing
time and duration of the cooking process
are easy to select.

Halogen lighting
Food always visible at a glance: halogen
lighting provides optimum light and
visibility in the oven cabinet.

Cooling system and touch-cool fronts
Maximum protection: all surfaces of and
around the appliance remain cool, offering
a high degree of safety and protection
against burns.

Safety functions
Your guardian angel: should you forget to
switch the appliance off, the safety
switch-off function will do it for you.

Energy efficiency
Low energy consumption: protects the
environment and saves money.

Food probe
Stress-free menu planning: the remaining
time left for the programme to run can be
easily viewed; supervising the process is
no longer necessary.
*Features will vary depending on model
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The perfect programme for every recipe
The wide range of applications* of Miele steam combination ovens

One appliance, many talents
The Miele steam combination oven comes
into its own with such a variety of
functions and additional uses. Apart from
its function as a fully fledged conventional
oven, it is also a valuable helper when
blanching food before freezing or for
bottling. Frozen food is also well taken
care of in a steam oven when defrosting,
and when re-heating cooked food, this
appliance showcases another of its many
talents with short, gentle regeneration
times.
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Combination cooking/Fan
Plus
Perfect results: additional
moisture guarantees excellent results on
bread, bread rolls, meat, etc.

Combination cooking/top and bottom
heat
Perfect from the top and bottom: ideal for
baking bread.

Combination cooking/Grill
Particularly crispy and succulent: fish and
meat with a high fat content are very well
suited for this operating mode.

Steam cooking
Nature at its best: the preparation in the
steam oven retains the flavour of the food
and is also very healthy.

Fan Plus
Perfect results: ideal for gentle
baking and roasting on up to
three levels.

Top/bottom heat
Multi-purpose, classic
function: perfect results on all
traditional baking and roasting recipes.

Large grill
Versatile function for indoors:
grilling steaks, sausages,
skewers, etc.

Small grill
Designed for small quantities:
ideal for small amounts of
food such as steaks and sausages.
Perfectly grilled every time.

Intensive bake
Crispy bases, delicious
toppings: pizza, quiche or
cake – crispy base, juicy on top.

Top heat
Perfect finish: for a perfect
topping when cooking gratins,
baking toppings and browning.

Bottom heat
Individual requirements: for
cooking food in a Bain Marie
or for browning from underneath.

Fan grill
Crisp on the outside,
succulent inside: ideal for
roast chicken, duck, joints, rolled meat,
etc.

Cakes Special
Forever better: special baking programme,
developed for choux pastry, cake mixtures
and lye rolls.

Special applications
For extraordinary food preparation
methods: user convenience with various
special programmes such as drying fruit.

*Features will vary depending on model
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Steam combination ovens
Range overview

Model number
Type of appliance
Display
Retractable dials
Gourmet advantages
Electronic temperature regulation in oven mode from 30 – 225°C
Electronic temperature regulation in steam mode from 40 – 100°C
Oxygen sensor
Menu cooking with no transfer of flavours between different foods
Wireless food probe/Food probe with cable
Functions
Automatic programmes
Combi cooking/Steam cooking
Full grill/Economy grill/Fan grill
Fan plus/Intensive bake/Cake plus
Conventional heat/Top heat/Bottom heat
Convenience features
Motorised lift-up control panel
Automatic menu cooking
User programmes/Programmable settings
Start-Stop programming
Clock display/Date display/Minute minder
Actual temperature display/Recommended temperatures
Appliance door
CleanGlass door/ClearView door
Cavity
XL oven cavity/XXL oven cavity
Oven cavity volume in l
Removable side runners with PerfectClean finish
Number of halogen lights
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
Stainless steel oven cavity with PerfectClean/Linen finish
External steam generator
Maintenance programmes for Descaling/Soaking/Rinsing/Drying
Steam technology and water supply
MultiSteam/MonoSteam
Water container with steam generator/Fresh water container
Condensate container behind motorised lift-up door
Mains water connection/Mains drainage connection
Efficiency and sustainability
European Energy efficiency class
Low energy lighting/Rapid heat-up
Safety
Appliance cooling system and Cool front
Safety switch-off/System lock
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V
Accessories supplied
Universal tray with PerfectClean/Combi rack with PerfectClean
Perforated stainless steel containers/Solid stainless steel containers
Stainless steel baking tray/Rack
Cookery book
Available colours
Stainless steel/Clean Steel
Obsidian Black
Brilliant White
Mink
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* New model mid 2014, please check availability
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Useful information
Miele steam combination ovens – glossary

Automatic menu cooking
Up to three different dishes can be cooked simultaneously in the
automatic menu cooking programme. Temperature, cooking time
and sequence in which dishes are added are automatically
controlled. The appliance indicates when and on which level the
dishes should be placed in the oven, so each one is ready at the
same time. Cooking a complete menu stress-free in one single
process.
Automatic programmes
Intelligent automatic programmes for cooking various
types of food simplify your everyday tasks in the kitchen.
Manual selection of temperature and duration is not
required. For many dishes the level of doneness (e.g. the degree
of browning) can be individually set for perfect cooking results
every time. Achieving utmost culinary delights simply and safely.
CleanSteel
Miele stainless-steel appliances feature a particularly
high-grade CleanSteel finish. This allows for
exceptionally easy cleaning. Thanks to CleanSteel,
fingerprints are barely visible.
Climate sensor
Miele’s climate sensor measures and regulates the humidity level
inside the oven cabinet. Even the moisture content of food is
taken into account. This allows for the adjustment of the
microclimate to suit different types of food.
Clock/timer functions
By selecting a start and finish time or the duration of the cooking
process, meals are prepared to perfection and ready at your
convenience. The process is completed automatically at the
appropriate time. The time-of-day is saved for up to 200 hours in
the event of a power failure. When the power supply is restored,
the current time appears in the display – no need to reset.
Combination cooking
Freely selectable combinations of steam and other
operating modes: temperature (40°C to 225°C) and
humidity (20% to 100%) are freely selectable and can be
varied up to 6 times in quick succession. This offers maximum
flexibility for best baking and roasting results.
Condensation container
The condensation container collects excess condensed steam
which ensures a pleasant room climate. This also makes cleaning
the cabinet extremely easy.
Cooking on three levels
You can cook on up to three levels at a time in Miele steam
combination ovens. Even different dishes can be cooked together
because there is no cross-over of taste or smell. This allows you
to cook a complete menu for several people. Every dish retains its
own authentic flavour.
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Cooling system and touch-cool fronts
All surfaces of and around the steam combination oven
remain cool. This ensures that controls, handles and
adjacent cabinets stay cool to the touch. For a high
degree of safety and protection against burns this system
prevents steam building up on the fascia and ensures low contact
temperature on the front of the machine.
Energy efficiency
In European energy efficiency testing Miele steam
combination ovens excel with lowest energy
consumption. This saves money and protects the
environment.
Food probe
Precise results on fish, meat and poultry: the food probe
measures the core temperature in roasts, providing
information on the remaining cooking time. No need to monitor
the cooking process. Some models feature a wireless food probe.
Fully fledged steam oven and all the functions of a
conventional oven
XL steam combination ovens leave nothing to be desired. As a
fully fledged steam oven, it has all the benefits as described in the
chapter on steam ovens. It is also a fully functioning conventional
oven with all well-known operating modes such as Fan Plus, top
and bottom heat and grill. It really shows its versatility with
‘Combi cooking’ – a combination of moist and dry heat ensuring
outstanding baking and roasting results.
Halogen lighting
Halogen lighting provides optimum light and visibility in the oven
cabinet. A flush installation guarantees easy cleaning of side
panels.
Keep warm function
Food is kept at serving temperature for up to 15 minutes after the
programme has ended, without loss of quality. It is therefore not a
problem should anyone be delayed for a few minutes.
Motorised lift-up fascia panel
The unique panel opens at the touch of a button to
reveal the water container, condensation container and
the wireless food probe for extra convenience and more
space in the oven cabinet. The panel opens at the touch of a
button and the water tank and condensation container move
forward for easy removal. The water container can be filled and
the condensation container emptied without opening the
appliance door. The fascia is also inclined for greater convenience
and a clear view of the display.

MultiSteam
MultiSteam is the combination of powerful steam
generation and optimum steam distribution via 6 inlet
ports. The powerful steam generator ensures fast
generation of steam and hence shorter heat-up times. The special
arrangement and direction of the 6 steam inlet ports results in
faster distribution of steam in the cabinet and around cooking
containers, which achieves uniform cooking results.
PerfectClean
The oven cabinet and side racks have superb non-stick
properties for easy cleaning. Benefits: food does not
stick. Extremely easy to clean.
Plumbed in
Miele’s steam combination oven is also available as a
plumbed-in model for additional convenience (mid 2014,
please check for availability). Water intake and drainage
is completely automatic without the need to fill the water
container or empty the condensation container. The appliance is
always ready for operation.
Quantity-independent cooking
One portion or a meal for the whole family, frozen or fresh food,
the cooking duration remains the same in a Miele steam oven.
Weighing and working out cooking times is no longer required.
Safety functions
The appliance can be locked at the touch of a button to prevent
unintentional operation, e.g. by children. Miele steam combination
ovens switch off automatically if the maximum operating time is
exceeded. So you don't need to worry if you forget to switch the
appliance off by mistake.
User programmes
Miele combination steam ovens allow you to create and save up
to 20 user programmes: operating mode, time and temperature
can be set and named individually. This allows you to call up the
settings for your favourite food or recipes at the touch of a button
– and excellent cooking results are achieved every time.
Wide range of optional accessories with
PerfectClean finish
Apart from stainless steel cooking containers, Miele's XL
steam combination ovens come with a multi-purpose tray and a
combi rack, both with a superior anti-stick PerfectClean finish.
Optional extras such as FlexiClips, perforated baking sheets, etc.
are available either from your local Miele Chartered Agent or from
the Miele online shop.
XL cabinet
Lots of room for creativity: Miele’s XL steam combination
oven offers 48 l usable capacity. Complete meals can be
prepared simultaneously for eight to ten persons. There is even
sufficient room for large items such as poultry and whole fish.
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As individual as you
Miele microwave ovens

Microwave ovens have earned their place in modern kitchens.
Delicious meals, snacks and frozen products can be prepared in
next to no time with these kitchen aids. With a modern design that
stands the test of time, functions that simplify every-day tasks and a
quality that is a pleasure to work with for years.
The technology of your kitchen appliances should be as individual as
your lifestyle. This can be achieved with microwave ovens from
Miele.
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Miele offers two different microwave oven
models: built into a niche or as a
freestanding appliance. Thanks to a
timeless design and intelligent user
interfaces, they blend in perfectly with
your kitchen design. Miele also offers
compact ovens with microwave – Speed
ovens. You can find these in the section
on "Speed ovens".

Miele built-in TopControl appliances
Miele microwave ovens with controls
positioned at the top offer excellent user
benefits. Their design allows them to be
installed in combination with any other
Miele appliance in the kitchen – fleet
design in perfection. The glass door
opens downwards at the front – as on the
ovens. As the controls are positioned
conveniently at the top, more space is
available for the cabinet.

Freestanding
No niche space for a built-in microwave
oven? Miele's freestanding microwave
oven is the right appliance for you: simply
place it on the worktop.
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The ideal solution for your kitchen
Installation options of Miele microwave ovens

Depending on the niche dimensions, Miele offers
microwave ovens with various cabinet sizes. Whether for a
main course or a snack!
Anyone who thinks that microwave ovens are only for
heating up and defrosting is in for a culinary awakening;
be surprised by the broad range of options available with
Miele microwave ovens in daily use.
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26 l cabinet
If there is no available niche to install a
built-in microwave oven, select a
freestanding appliance for the kitchen
worktop. The microwave features a 26 l
cabinet and a 32-cm turntable which
accommodates a plate, a bowl or several
small items.

46 l cabinet
The spacious stainless-steel cabinet with
TopControl can accommodate larger
items and cook, for example, roast
chickens or oven bakes to perfection. The
turntable with 40 cm diameter allows a
particularly flexible use of different
cooking containers or several containers,
cups or plates simultaneously. Food
preparation on a larger scale.

Solo microwave oven
Warm a glass of milk, make jam, melt
chocolate, cook vegetables, defrost fish,
blanch almonds – a Miele microwave can
do all this and much more in solo mode.

Microwave ovens with integrated grill
An integrated quartz grill allows fast and
convenient browning of food after
cooking. It is also ideal for roasting and
grilling, resulting in crispy toast, grilled
vegetables, or a perfectly baked cheese
topping on a pasta bake.

Miele highlights for perfect results and more convenience
The product highlights* of Miele microwave ovens

XL cabinet
The spacious stainless-steel cabinet with TopControl can
accommodate larger items and quantities, and cook, for
example, roast chickens or oven bakes to perfection. The
turntable with 40 cm diameter allows a particularly flexible
use of different cooking containers or several containers,
cups or plates simultaneously. Food preparation on a
larger scale.
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40 cm turntable
Plenty of space: perfect for several
glasses, cups, plates or containers of
various sizes.

LED lighting
High-quality and durable: LEDs place your
food in the spotlight during preparation.

Popcorn button
At the touch of a button: fast and easy
preparation of one packet of popcorn.

Quartz grill
Fast and uniform results: all dishes are
browned perfectly in a short time.

Automatic programmes
Conjuring up dishes with ease: simply
select the appropriate programme and the
weight of the food to be cooked – the
appliance will do the rest.

*Features will vary depending on model

Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele microwave ovens
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Memory function
Clever: programmes consisting of up to 3
stages can be started and prepared in
only one process.

Warming function
At the end of a programme: the appliance
keeps cooked food warm at serving
temperature for up to 15 minutes.

CleanSteel
A very time-saving feature: this special
surface finish is easy to clean without the
need for special detergents.

Combination mode
For oven bakes, chicken legs, etc: in
combination mode, food is microwaved
and browned under the grill at the same
time.

Individual settings
Modification as required: parameters set
ex works can be modified to meet
individual habits.

Quick microwave
Sometimes things have to be done at the
double: this feature provides fast selection
of the highest microwave power setting.

Time functions
Quick activation: the minute minder is
selectable independent of microwave
functions for cooking eggs, for example.

Safety lock / "Door" in display
Safety guaranteed: this function stops the
machine from being used when the
appliance is empty, to prevent damage.

System lock
Very sensible: this function prevents
unintentional operation, for example by
children.

Safety switch
Maximum flexibility: Miele appliances
guarantee a maximum degree of
functional safety thanks to self-contained
safety switches.

*Features will vary depending on model
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Microwave ovens
Range overview

Model number
Type of appliance
Benchtop microwave oven/Built-in microwave oven
Design
TopControl/SideControl
Gourmet advantages
Electronically controlled microwave power
Number of power levels (80 – 900 W)
Grill element
Keeping warm function
Quartz grill
Functions
Automatic programmes
Microwave solo
Grill element
Microwave + Grill combination mode
Convenience features
Popcorn function
Clock display
Minute minder/Automatic switch off
Quick start function
Memory function
Programmable settings
Oven cavity
Oven capacity in l
LED oven lighting
Oven cavity height in cm
Turntable diameter in cm
Appliance door
Door contact switch
Door button
Door hinging
Easy maintenance
Stainless steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
Efficiency and sustainability
Night dimming/Time of day running in background
Technical data
System lock
Safety switch off
“Door” warning
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Ventilation independent of housing unit
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V
Accessories supplied
Plate cover
Boiling rod
Grilling rack
Gourmet plate
Available colours
Stainless steel (CleanSteel)
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink
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Useful information
Miele microwave ovens – glossary

40 cm turntable
The 40-cm turntable offers ample space for cooking containers of
various sizes or several glasses, cups or plates simultaneously.
Thus, the large turntable caters for a wide range of uses for food
and beverages. The continuous rotation ensures that food is
cooked very evenly.

Quartz grill
The full output of a quartz grill integrated into the roof of
the cabinet is available within seconds of switch-on
(1500 W on TopControl appliances). In combination with
a turntable, it browns food quickly and evenly.

Automatic programmes
Thanks to automatic programmes, Miele microwave
ovens become culinary experts. Simply select the
required programme and enter, for example, the weight
of the food. The appliance works out the power setting and
cooking time completely automatically. The user does not have to
select anything else or monitor the process. Thanks to automatic
programmes for defrosting followed by cooking or cooking fresh
food products, food is processed to perfection.

QuickStart
Full power at your fingertips: the QuickStart function on the
microwave oven provides fast selection of the highest microwave
power setting and makes heating beverages and food much
easier. By pressing "Start" (1, 2 or 3 times), the appliance
operates for 30, 60 or 120 seconds, and then switches off
automatically. These three defined time settings can be altered to
meet your individual needs. For example, for a regularly prepared
cup of hot chocolate in the evening or fast heating of baby
bottles.

CleanSteel
Miele appliances with stainless-steel casing feature a
particularly high-end CleanSteel finish. CleanSteel is
also very easy to clean, without the need for proprietary
cleaners. Thanks to CleanSteel, fingerprints are barely visible.

Safety lock / “Door” in display
In the event that the microwave is switched on before the door is
opened, this feature prevents switch-on of an empty appliance.
Start mode is blocked until the door has been opened and closed
again.

Combination mode
In combination mode, food is microwaved and browned under the
grill at the same time. Tasty bakes, pizzas and crispy chicken legs
are simple and fast to prepare.

Safety switch
Miele microwave ovens offer triple safety through safety switches
for added protection during use.

Individual settings
On many Miele models it is possible to modify default parameters
such as the reminder signal set ex-works. Adjusting settings to
meet individual needs is therefore possible at any time.
LED lighting
Thanks to high-quality LED lighting, food is in the spotlight during
preparation. Special benefit: LEDs have a particularly long
life-cycle and are virtually maintenance free.
Memory function
The memory function allows the programming of a 3-stage
programme cycle and can be pre-selected for defrosting, cooking
and browning of bakes. The time/power combination must be set
in accordance with the sequence of food preparation required.
This allows you to carry out a multi-staged cooking process in
one easy step.
Popcorn button
A cosy evening in front of the TV without popcorn? Now
there is no need to go without. Thanks to the popcorn
button on the fascia panel, one packet of popcorn can
now be prepared quickly and simply in the microwave oven. The
automatic programme activated when pressing the popcorn
button is perfectly geared to the preparation of one standard
packet of popcorn. Convenience at the touch of a button!

System lock
The system lock can be selected at the touch of a fingertip. This
function prevents unintentional operation, for example by
children.
Time functions
The Timer can be used independent of microwave functions, for
example for cooking eggs for a specific time, etc. This function is
simple and quick to set and a selected acoustic signal indicates
the set time.
Warming function
The warming function switches on automatically if the door is not
opened or a button has not been pressed within 2 minutes after
the programme has finished. This intelligent function also keeps
cooked food warm at serving temperature for up to 15 minutes.
XL cabinet
TopControl appliances feature a large 46 l stainless-steel
cabinet and are a veritable space-saving miracle.
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The perfect temperature for crockery and food
Perfect dining culture with Miele Gourmet warmer drawers

The success of a sumptuous and sophisticated meal depends
on many factors: fresh, high-quality ingredients, carefully and
gently prepared, a beautifully decorated and finely set table, an
appealing food presentation – a treat for the eyes.
Miele Gourmet warmer drawers are real all-rounders and an
important support act. They not only bring your cups, plates and
bowls to the required temperature, they are also ideal food
warmers. An extraordinary feature is the low-temperature
cooking mode. With this function, food can be cooked perfectly
and trouble-free.
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Several-course meals can be very challenging: how can the quality of cooked
food be maintained while keeping it warm until it is served? Once served, how can
rapid cooling of cooked food on plates be avoided? A convenient solution: Miele
built-in Gourmet warmer drawers – the perfect match for your Miele built-in
appliances. Crockery can be pre-warmed in a gourmet drawer for serving when
food is ready, without occupying the oven. Equally, food can be kept warm before
serving without losing its quality. This ensures that you and your guests can enjoy
a delicious several-course meal.
However, Miele Gourmet drawers have more to offer: they are excellent for
preparing food using the low-temperature function – a treat for every connoisseur.
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Professional entertainment culture
Miele Gourmet warmer drawers

Gourmet warmer drawers
Convenient storage and even pre-heating
of cups, plates and crockery, ideal for
keeping cooked food at serving
temperature or, with the low-temperature
function, multi-talented to cook meat and
other food to perfection, these extremely
versatile heated drawers complement a
conventional oven or steam oven
perfectly.
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The perfect complement to ovens, steam ovens and
coffee machines
Miele Gourmet warmer drawer options
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The classic drawer
14 cm high, 60 cm wide
Gourmet warmer drawers are available in
medium height. They can be combined
perfectly with a 45 cm high compact
appliance such as a Miele coffee machine,
a steam oven, a steam combination oven
or a Speed oven. A 60 cm niche can be
used to its best advantage. To enable you
to install these drawers with various
appliance designs, Miele offers two
different design versions which integrate
perfectly into your cabinetry.

The extra-large drawer
29 cm high, 60 cm wide
The 29 cm high built-in Gourmet warmer
drawer is the largest drawer from Miele,
large enough to pre-heat crockery for
entire dinner parties or accommodate
casserole dishes for slow cooking. In
combination with a conventional 60 cm
high oven, it teams up perfectly for an 88
cm niche.

Exclusive features for Gourmet results!
The product highlights* of Miele Gourmet warmer drawers

Low-temperature cooking brings out the best in any type of meat
Low-temperature cooking is a professional method of food preparation,
giving high-quality, tender and juicy results on meat. Meat retains its aroma and
nutrients to a great extent. Good chefs have been using this type of cooking method
for many years to prepare tender food. Now it is becoming increasingly popular in
private households. Low-temperature cooking is very trouble-free as the cooking
process does not require monitoring and other preparations can be carried out
without any time pressure. The meat can be sliced straight after cooking. There is no
need to allow the meat to rest first as the meat juices are evenly distributed.
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4 operating modes
Multi-purpose use: for warming cups and
plates, for keeping food at serving
temperature or for using the slow cooking
function to suit your individual
requirements.

Touch controls
Simply convenient:
programme selection is via a flush touch
panel which is easy to clean.

Timer
Heat guaranteed: all built-in food warmer
drawers feature a 4-hour timer which
switches off automatically.

Automatic buffered self-closing feature
Gentle and quiet: a special buffer allows
the warmer drawer to close gently.

Fully telescopic runners
Simply practical: the drawer can be pulled
out completely for easy loading and
unloading.

*Features will vary depending on model

Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele Gourmet warmer drawers
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Capacity
Many guests, a lot of crockery: depending
on the model, crockery for up to 12
persons can be pre-heated.

Push-to-open action
Easy to open: slight pressure is sufficient
to activate this function.

Perfect serving temperature
Individual and precise control: depending
on requirements and taste, the
temperature can be precisely controlled.

Non-slip liner
All items are safely positioned: crockery
does not slide around when the drawer is
opened or closed.

CleanSteel
Cleaning made easy: the high-quality
surface finish makes cleaning the
appliances extremely easy.

Connection with coffee machine
Always on time: by programming the
coffee machine, the cups are pre-warmed.

Cool front
Maximum protection: all surfaces of and
around the appliance remain cool, which
offers protection against burns.

Wire rack
Up to 30% more space: food and crockery
can be stored on two levels thanks to the
wire rack.

Safety switch-off
Your guardian angel: should you forget to
switch the appliance off, the safety
switch-off function does it for you.
*Features will vary depending on model

For every application the right setting
The versatility of Miele Gourmet warmer drawers

The perfect partner in your kitchen
Miele Gourmet warmer drawers can be used for a wide range of applications. Not only
can crockery be pre-warmed and food kept at serving temperature inside the drawers
due to its venting system, the Miele Gourmet warmer drawer can also be used as a
cooking appliance with a low-temperature operating mode for stress-free preparation of
meat and other food. This is an unusual feature on warmer drawers, but one where they
shine as as the selected low temperature can be maintained for a long time. Miele
Gourmet warmer drawers – so much more to offer.

Low-temperature cooking
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Veal and beef
Low-temperature cooking brings out the
strong aromatic flavours of these types of
meat, and guarantees that they are
cooked perfectly.

Lamb and poultry
Low-temperature cooking guarantees
gentle preparation of these types of meat
and achieves succulent and tender
results.

Fish
Fish is good for body and soul.

Desserts
Sweet temptations for dessert: for
example for meringue

Side dishes
Side dishes are not usually the centre of
attention and yet choosing the right one
can be crucial to the whole menu.

Breakfast cereals
An ideal start to the day with a good
breakfast.

Further applications

Melting chocolate
Something everyone has experienced,
chocolate has to be melted to the exact
temperature for cakes.

Proving yeast dough
Yeast dough is particularly suited for
breads, cakes, biscuits and pizza and the
gourmet warmer drawer provides for
optimum conditions.

Making yoghurt
For various applications: when baking or
as a dessert.

Allowing rice to swell
Perfect in all variations, particularly
puddings.

Dissolving gelatin
Panna cotta is prepared to perfection with
gelatin.

Defrosting
Gentle defrosting guaranteed – without
loss of quality.

Gourmet warmer drawers
Range overview

Model number
Type of appliance
Crockery warming drawer
Food and crockery warming drawer
Design
Glass control panel with sensor switches
Control panel with symbols
Handleless drawer
Gourmet advantages
Pre-heated crockery
Keeping food warm
Low temperature cooking with fan heat for perfect results
Precise electronic temperature regulation from 40°C to 85°C
Operating modes
Cup warming
Plate warming
Food warming
Low temperature cooking
Convenience features
Fully telescopic drawer for easy loading and unloading
Push-to-Open mechanism
Self-closing with soft close mechanism
Programmable timer
Capacity
Easy maintenance
Stainless Steel front with CleanSteel finish (CleanSteel appliances only)
Flush touch display
Appliance networking
Connection to coffee machine (optional kit required)
Safety
Cool front
Anti-slip mat
Safety switch off
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V
Standard accessories
Anti-slip mat
SousChef cook book
Rack to increase useable loading area
Availble colours
Stainless steel (CleanSteel)
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink
* with 45 cm tall appliance
** with 60 cm tall oven
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Useful information
Miele Gourmet warmer drawers – glossary

4 operating modes
Miele Gourmet warmer drawers feature four operating modes:
pre-warming cups and plates, keeping food at serving
temperature and cooking with low temperature. You simply select
the mode you require.
Automatic buffered self-closing feature
The telescopic full-length pull-out with self-closing feature offers
gentle and quiet door closure. This ensures that crockery and
food do not slide around, and therefore reduces the chance of
soiling.
Non-slip liner
The non-slip liner provides a secure base for your crockery and is
removable for easy cleaning.
Capacity
Miele drawers offer ample space: depending on the model, they
can accommodate crockery and serving dishes for up to 12
people (depending on type). Perfectly prepared for larger
gatherings.
CleanSteel
All Miele stainless steel appliances offer a particularly
high-end CleanSteel finish. CleanSteel is also very easy
to clean, without the need for proprietary cleaners.
Thanks to CleanSteel, fingerprints are barely visible.
Connection with coffee machine
If the warmer drawer is connected to a coffee machine and you
have programmed a switch-on time, then the warmer drawer will
switch on automatically 30 minutes before the coffee machine
starts brewing. This ensures that pre-warmed crockery is
available for a perfect cup of coffee.

Push-to-open action
Miele drawers without handles are perfectly in line with Miele
built-in appliances. Thanks to the push-to-open mechanism, the
drawers are easy to open by hand or, if you do not have a hand
free when carrying crockery, with your knee or elbow. The springmechanism ensures that the drawer opens wide, making loading
and operating easy.
Safety switch-off
If the maximum operating time of 12 hours is exceeded, the
warmer drawer switches off automatically. So you don't need to
worry if you forget to switch the appliance off by mistake.
Timer
All Gourmet warmer drawers feature a 4-hour timer. This allows
you to enjoy your meal in peace or concentrate on other matters.
The timer switches off automatically at the end of the set time.
Touch controls
All Miele Gourmet warmer drawers are operated via a
flush glass touch control panel for convenient use and
easy cleaning.
Wire rack
The 29-cm high warmer drawers are supplied with a wire rack as
standard. This provides a second level and offers 30% more
storage space.
Fully telescopic runners
Miele built-in drawers can be pulled out completely for easy
loading and unloading. Thanks to the stable, smooth-running
telescopic runners, the 29-cm high drawers have a load capacity
of up to 25 kg.

Cool front
All surfaces of and around the warmer drawers remain
cool. This ensures that controls, handles and adjacent
cabinets stay cool to the touch. The design of the front
ensures low temperaturs on the outside. For a high degree of
safety and protection against burns, particularly in terms of
handleless appliances.
Low-temperature cooking
Low-temperature cooking is a professional method of
food preparation, giving high-quality, tender and juicy
results on meat. Meat retains its aroma and nutrients to
a great extent. The meat can be sliced straight after cooking.
There is no need to allow the meat to rest first as the meat juices
are evenly distributed.
Perfect serving temperature
The temperature in Miele warmer drawers is individually
selectable within the temperature range of the selected mode to
suit personal requirements and taste.
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Matching rangehoods
Handcrafted in Germany

Since 1899, Miele has remained true to its
corporate motto of "Immer besser" which
translates as "Forever better". These two
words have formed the cornerstone of Miele's
assurance for quality and have helped make
Miele one of the strongest brands worldwide
in the domestic appliance industry. "Immer
besser" is, however, far more than just a
motto, it is an assurance that Miele promises
to deliver quality products and, in turn, look
after its customers. Above all Miele wants to
ensure its customers have the peace of mind
of knowing they have made the right choice in
buying a Miele appliance.
This quality orientation is as true for ovens,
steam ovens and cooktops as it is for
rangehoods.
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The right solution for every home
Miele rangehoods

To perfectly match the Generation 6000 built-in appliances, Miele offers two
rangehood models giving you great choice for your kitchen in terms of style and
function. Miele wall mounted and island hoods are eye-catching with their
prominent lines and perfect workmanship and will make an attractive focal point
in any kitchen.

Island rangehoods
If you are planning on having a cooking island you will
need a Miele island rangehood to set it off and become
the crowning glory in your kitchen. Highlight your creative
cooking zone with clean lines and exciting accents. With
Miele you can be certain you'll find high-quality designs
for the most discerning of customers.
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Wall mounted rangehoods
Turn your cooking area into an eye-catcher with a wall
mounted rangehood fitted in between two wall units or on its
own to make a bold statement.
Miele wall mounted rangehoods boast clean, prominent lines
and perfect workmanship and make a clear statement with a
minimalist design in stainless steel or a combination of
stainless steel and glass. Wall mounted rangehoods from Miele
are a highlight in every kitchen in terms of functionality and
design.
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German engineering for clean room air
The product hightlights* of Miele rangehoods

Stainless steel grease filters
Convenient cleaning: the high-quality
metal grease filters are dishwasher-proof
and extremely durable.

Miele's acoustic package
Efficient and very quiet: the fan is
effectively insulated with special
soundproofing mats.

Miele CleanCover
Protection and ease of cleaning: the
smooth surface conceals and prevents
contact with electrical components and
the motor.

HighPower LED spotlights
Environmentally friendly and extremely
long lasting: with only 2 W they provide
uniform downlighting and produce a warm
light tone.

Run-on function
Odour-free room air: after cooking, the fan
can be set to switch off automatically after
a 5 or 15 minute run-on period.

*Features will vary depending on model

Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele rangehoods

Saturation indicator for grease and
active charcoal filters
Cleaning and changing filters made easy:
a red light lets you know when the grease
or active charcoal filter is saturated.
Perfect processing
Unique characteristics of Miele hoods:
precise contours, precision joints and no
unsightly gaps.
Handcraftsmanship – made in Germany
Know-how and craftsmanship: our entire
expert knowledge is poured into each and
every decor rangehood, from
development to the finished product.
Safety switch-off
For added peace of mind and safety: the
rangehood will switch itself off
automatically after 12 operating hours.
Optimised, powerful fan
Powerful and quiet: high-quality radial
fans with high air throughput and
extraction are positioned on both sides.
Automatic ‘Intensive’ switch-off
Full power when required: the ‘Intensive’
setting is efficient at extracting strong
cooking vapours and odours.
Energy-saving motor
At the heart of the DA 6690 rangehoods: A
direct current (DC) motor uses 70% less
energy than a common AC motor. It is not
only very quiet, but also exceptionally
powerful and effective at achieving
optimum vapour extraction rates.
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*Features will vary depending on model

Rangehoods
Range overview

Model number
Type of appliance
Wall/Island/Ceiling mounted rangehood
Operating modes
Extraction/Recirculation/External motor
Convenience features
Button controls with LED/Touch controls on glass/Remote control
5/15 min. run-on function
Grease filter/Charcoal filter saturation indicator – programmable
Easy clean rangehood interior with CleanCover
Acoustic package
Appliance networking
Automatic operation with Con@ctivity 2.0*
Filter system
Dishwasher-proof stainless steel metal filter(s)
Lighting
Halogen/LED/Fluorescent tube
Number of lights x Wattage
Feature lighting/Colour changing glass edge illumination
Fan motor
Alternating current (AC) motor/Direct Current (DC) motor
Air throughput with maximum diameter ducting outlet (150 mm)
Extraction
Level 3: Air throughput (m³/h)
Sound power (dB(A) re1pW)/Sound pressure (dB(A) re20μPa)
Intensive level: Air throughput (m³/h)
Sound power (dB(A) re1pW)/Sound pressure (dB(A) re20μPa)
Recirculation
Level 3: Air throughput (m³/h)
Sound power (dB(A) re1pW)/Sound pressure (dB(A) re20μPa)
Intensive level: Air throughput (m³/h)
Sound power (dB(A) re1pW)/Sound pressure (dB(A) re20μPa)
Safety
Safety switch off
Technical data
Total height, extraction and EXT models in mm/
Recirculation models in mm
Width/Height/Depth of cooker hood body in mm
Minimum distance above electric hob/gas hob in mm
Total connected load in W/Voltage in V
Installation tips
Extraction upwards/to the rear/to the side
Diameter of ducting connector in mm
Telescopic chimney/Telescopic wall-mounting bracket
Standard accessories
Non-return flap/Directional unit for recirculation/
Active charcoal filter
Optional accessories
Recirculation conversion kit/Active charcoal filter
Communication module for Con@ctivity XKM 2000 DA
Control module DSM 400
Silencer DASD 150/Wall vent kit DMK 150
Edge extraction panels in glass/stainless steel
Available colours
Stainless steel (CleanSteel)
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink
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* complementary cooktops available mid 2014, please check availability
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Useful information
Miele rangehoods – glossary

Automatic 'Intensive' switch-off
The intensive setting offers a very high air throughput level and is
intended for short-term operation, for instance when burnt food
causes smoke and odours. It can be programmed to
automatically reduce the power setting down to setting 3 after 10
minutes. This prevents unnecessary energy consumption.
Handcrafted in Germany
All Miele island and decor rangehoods are developed in Arnsberg
in Germany where they are produced largely by hand. Each
rangehood is unique. Each stage of the manufacturing process
involves a certain amount of manual crafting, from shaping steel
to welding and polishing. The commitment of employees, their
expertise, creativity and desire to excel have contributed greatly
to Miele’s market position today.
HighPower LED spotlights
LED spotlights are not only a visual highlight. Miele HighPower
LED spotlights use only 2 W of energy and therefore save
electricity and help reduce the burden on the environment.
Another key benefit, in contrast to conventional LED spotlights, is
that the Miele HighPower LED lights produce a warm, natural light
tone and uniform downlighting. Typical Miele: these spotlights are
tested to the equivalent o 20 years usage, negating the need to
change life bulbs altogether!
Miele’s acoustic package
A rangehood needs to be efficient and at the same time as quiet
as possible. Miele’s acoustic package does just that and is
standard on every hood: the motor is effectively insulated with
special soundproofing mats, ensuring your rangehood works
quietly.
Miele CleanCover
Miele’s CleanCover is located behind the grease filters; with its
smooth surfaces all sharp metal edges and electrical components
are concealed to protect the user from danger. The CleanCover is
also particularly easy to clean. Miele care and attention down to
the very last detail for greater safety and convenience.

Perfect processing
Miele rangehoods feature high-quality welded and finished
canopies and chimneys made from stainless steel. Just by
looking at a Miele rangehood you can see the quality: precise
contours, precision joints and no unsightly gaps are all typical
characteristics of a Miele rangehood. Simply enjoy perfect
workmanship!
Safety switch-off
For added peace of mind and safety, the rangehood will switch off
automatically after 10 operating hours. This also ensures the
highest level of safety should you, for example, leave the house
without switching it off.
Saturation indicator for grease and active charcoal filters
A red LED indicates when the grease or active charcoal filter is
saturated. When it lights up, the filter should be cleaned or
replaced as soon as possible. The length of time before this
reminder appears can be set to suit the amount of cooking you
do; the grease filter indicator light can be set to come on after 20,
30, 40 or 50 operating hours, and the charcoal filter replacement
reminder after 120, 180 or 240 operating hours.
Run-on function
Automatic fan run-on for thorough extraction of steam and odours
which are still in the air after cooking. The fan can be set to switch
off automatically after a 5 or 15 minute run-on period.
Stainless steel grease filters
Miele rangehoods feature a 10-ply stainless-steel filter. The outer
layer and frame are made from high-grade stainless steel. This
material does not discolour when washed in a dishwasher.
Consequently, Miele grease filters retain their appearance over
time.

NoSmell active charcoal filter
Miele rangehoods in recirculation mode are designed
to use a NoSmell active charcoal filter in addition to the
grease filter. This Miele filter binds and
neutralises odours effectively. If you’ve cooked something with a
strong smell like fish one evening you won’t notice the smell in the
morning.
Optimised, powerful fan
Miele rangehoods are equipped with high-quality double-action
radial fans. These powerful units ensure excellent air throughput
at all times and optimum vapour extraction. Despite its power it is
delightfully quiet in operation.
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Perfect coffee at home any time
Miele's tried and tested coffee solutions for exquisite taste

Miele offers coffee machines with two
tried-and-tested preparation systems. No matter which
system you choose, Miele promises exquisite coffee.
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Fresh bean machines
Do you like to choose your personal
favourite amongst all types of coffee
beans available on the market and enjoy
the aroma of freshly ground beans? Then
this is the system for you. You can adjust
all machine settings to suit your beans
and your taste.

Benchtop fresh bean machine
For those kitchens where wall space is at
a premium, a benchtop fresh bean coffee
machine offers the same tried and tested
coffee technology as its built-in sibling,
with the benefit that it can be placed
anywhere.

Coffee machine based on Nespresso®
system
Do you prefer the Nespresso® capsule
system with a convenient choice of 16
fresh coffee specialities. Do you like the
idea of an uncomplicated first-class
coffee machine which does the thinking
for you and makes cleaning conveniently
easy?

Seamless Nespresso® coffee
preparation
Miele’s Nespresso® coffee machine with
outstanding technology meets are
designed for your convenience. It is the
only domestic version with an integrated
capsule carousel holding up to 20
capsules, allowing you to select from up
to five varieties.

The right size for every kitchen
Miele's wide range of coffee machines

Built-in coffee bean machines
This machine fits perfectly into a 45 cm
high niche in a tall unit. In combination
with other Miele built-in appliances –
vertically or horizontally – it creates a
uniform appearance. This machine is also
available as a plumbed-in version.
The plumbed-in machine (expected for
mid 2014) is always ready for use at a
moment's notice. It is connected directly
to the water supply system, therefore
filling a water container is no longer
necessary. Another benefit: your coffee is
always prepared with fresh water.

Benchtop coffee bean machine
The compact Miele benchtop coffee
machine is at home anywhere in your
kitchen, living room, or wherever you want
to enjoy aromatic fresh coffee at the push
of a button.

Built-in coffee machines with
Nespresso® system
The world's only built-in coffee machine
with the Nespresso® system picks up
cues from the matching oven and
perfectly matches its design.

Strong:
Espresso excels with its intensive
flavour and perfect crema.

Classic:
Coffee is simply made with water and
freshly ground coffee.

Creamy:
Cappuccino is a perfect combination of
espresso, creamy hot milk and airy milk
froth.

Multi-layered:
For stunning visual impact and delectable
taste, a latte macchiato is a composition
of espresso, hot milk and milk froth.

Miele highlights for perfect coffee
The product highlights* of Miele built-in coffee bean machines

OneTouch and OneTouch for Two
Fully-automatic perfection: Preparation of one or two coffee specialities at
the touch of a single button. The OneTouch for Two function allows two
glasses of latte macchiato or two cups of cappuccino, coffee or espresso
to be made at the same time.
Using the OneTouch function and pressing the button twice produces two
hot beverages in succession in one process. Hot beverages are delivered
conveniently via the central spout. Glasses and cups no longer need to be
moved around.
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AromaticSystem
Intensive coffee aroma: intelligent
technology to achieve best possible
results.

CupSensor
Ideal distance: the unique
CupSensor recognises the rim of the cup
and alters the position of the central spout
accordingly.

EasyClick milk system
Innovative and only available
from Miele: the convenient milk system
simply clicks into place at the front and is
as easily removed.

Automatic rinsing of
milk lines with water from
the water container
Excellent user convenience: after the
preparation of coffee specialities with
milk, the appliance is automatically rinsed.

ComfortDoor – door system
with wide-opening hinged
front
Easy access: convenient access to bean
container, water container, grounds
container and drip tray.

*Features will vary depending on model

Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele built-in coffee bean machines
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Optional plumbed-in
model
The plumbed-in model with fresh water
connection saves having to replenish the
water container regularly (new mid 2014,
please check availability).

Connection to optional warmer drawer
Perfect coffee pleasure: Automatically
pre-heats cups half an hour before the
coffee machine switches on (14 cm
models).

User profiles
Your choice: up to 10 individual user
profiles for your personal coffee
experience.

Easily removable brew unit
Easy to remove and clean: a guarantee for
impeccable hygiene, longevity and perfect
coffee enjoyment.

ComfortClean
Thorough cleaning: many components are
dishwasher-proof.

Automatic rinsing and cleaning
programmes
Best results: the cleaning programmes in
combination with the rinse function ensure
maximum hygiene.

Coffee pot function
Convenient when having guests: up to
eight cups of coffee are produced for your
visitors or for a meeting.

Ground coffee chute
Fast and to your taste: there's no need to
replace beans for a second type of coffee
such as a cup of decaffeinated coffee.

Adjustable central spout
Adjusts easily to the height of the cup
below: from 8.5 to 16.5 cm to suit
espresso cups to latte macchiato glasses.

Conical grinding mill
For best coffee aroma: the mill grinds the
coffee beans very evenly and thoroughly.

Timer functions
Coffee when you want it: switch-on and
switch-off times can be programmed as
required.

BrilliantLight
Places every cup in the spotlight: soft LED
lighting creates a pleasant atmosphere.

Eco mode
A true energy-saving feature: in eco mode,
the appliance only heats up automatically
just before the preparation process starts.

System lock
Safety first: this function prevents
unintentional operation, for example by
children.

CleanSteel
No fingerprints on stainless steel: the
surface has a special finish and is easily
cleaned without cleaning agents.

*Featues will vary depending on model
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Miele highlights for perfect coffee
The product highlights* of Miele benchtop coffee bean machines

AromaticSystem
Intensive coffee aroma: intelligent
technology to achieve best possible
results.

Cappuccinatore
Minimum effort required: hot milk or
creamy milk froth is delivered straight to
the cup, glass or coffee pot.

Automatic rinsing of
milk lines with water from the water
container
Excellent user convenience: after the
preparation of coffee specialities with
milk, the appliance is automatically rinsed.

Easily removable brew unit
Easy to remove and clean: a guarantee for
impeccable hygiene, longevity and perfect
coffee enjoyment.

ComfortClean
Thorough cleaning: many components are
dishwasher-proof.

*Features will vary depending on model

OneTouch and OneTouch for Two
Fully-automatic perfection: preparation of one or two
coffee specialities at the touch of a button. The OneTouch
for Two function allows two glasses of latte macchiato or
two cups of cappuccino, coffee or espresso to be made at
the same time. Using the OneTouch function and pressing
the button twice produces two hot beverages in
succession in one process. Hot beverages are delivered
conveniently via the central spout. Glasses and cups no
longer need to be moved around.
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Further convincing talents
The product benefits* of Miele benchtop coffee bean machines
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Automatic rinsing and cleaning
programmes
Best results: the cleaning programmes in
combination with the rinse function ensure
maximum hygiene.

Individual settings
Guaranteed to suit personal tastes: simply
select fineness of grind, temperature and
water quantity and save the settings for
repeated use.

Ground coffee chute
Fast and to your taste: there's no need to
replace beans for a second type of coffee
such as a cup of decaffeinated coffee.

Adjustable central spout
Adjusts easily to the height of the cup
below: from 7.0 to 13.0 cm to suit
espresso cups to latte macchiato glasses.

Pre-warmed cups
Particularly convenient: thanks to a heated
cup rack, pre-heated cups are always
available.

Conical grinding mill
For best coffee aroma: the mill grinds the
coffee beans very evenly and thoroughly.

Timer functions
For coffee when you want it: switch-on
and switch-off times can be programmed
as required.

Eco mode
A true energy-saving feature: in eco mode,
the appliance only heats up automatically
just before the preparation process starts.

System lock
Safety first: this function prevents
unintentional operation, for example by
children.

CleanSteel
No fingerprints on stainless steel: the
surface is protected and no special
cleaning agents are required.

*Features will vary depending on model
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Miele highlights for perfect coffee
The product highlights of Miele built-in coffee machines with Nespresso® system

Cappuccinatore
Minimum effort required: hot milk or
creamy milk froth is delivered straight to
the cup, glass or jug.

Capsule carousel
Select your favourite coffee
from up to five Nespresso® types at the
touch of a button: The unique electronic
carousel has room for 20 capsules in 5
hoppers.

ComfortDoor - door system
with wide-opening hinged
front
Easy access: convenient access to bean
container, water container, grounds
container and drip tray.

ComfortClean
Thorough cleaning: many components are
dishwasher-proof.

User profiles
Your choice: up to 10 individual user
profiles for your personal coffee
experience.

Further convincing talents
The product benefits of Miele built-in coffee machines with Nespresso® system

Double coffee delivery
Simple: two cups or a double portion of
any type of coffee speciality at the push of
a button.

Automatic rinsing and cleaning
programmes
Best results: the cleaning programmes in
combination with the rinse function ensure
maximum hygiene.

Timer functions
For coffee when you want it: switch-on
and switch-off times can be programmed
as required.

BrilliantLight
Places every cup in the spotlight: soft LED
lighting creates a pleasant atmosphere.

Eco mode
A true energy-saving feature: in eco mode,
the appliance only heats up automatically
just before the preparation process starts.

System lock
Safety first: this function prevents
unintentional operation, for example by
children.

CleanSteel
No fingerprints on stainless steel: the
surface is protected and no special
cleaning agents are required.
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Built-in coffee machines
Range overview

Model number
Type of appliance
Built-in bean machine/Nespresso® system
Design
Display
Beverages
Espresso/Coffee/Coffee long
Cappuccino/Latte macchiato/Caffè latte
Hot water/Hot milk/Milk froth
Gourmet advantages
OneTouch/OneTouch for Two
Aromatic bean grinding system
Ready ground coffee option
Programmable grinder setting/amount of coffee
Programmable user profiles
Programmable amount of water/water temperature
Programmable amount of milk/milk froth
Pre-brewing/Coffee pot function
Convenience features
Choice of operating language
Clock display/Date display
CupSensor
Height under spout in cm
ComfortDoor/Concealed handle/BrilliantLight
Removable bean container/Nespresso® capsule carousel
Coffee bean capacity in g
Capsule capacity in carousel
Waste container capacity (portions)
Water container capacity in l
Programmable on and off times
Stand-by time programmable/clock buffer
Optional connection to warmer drawer
Mains water connection
Easy maintenance
Easy to use cleaning programmes/ComfortClean
Automatic rinsing of milk pipework
Removable milk pipework/brew unit
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy saving Eco Mode option
Safety
System lock
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V
Length of mains inlet hose in m/mains electrical cable in m
Accessories supplied
Glass milk flask
Descaling agent/Cleaning tablets
Coffee spoon for ground coffee
Available colours
Stainless steel (CleanSteel)
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink
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CVA 6431

CVA 6401

CVA 6800

–/š

š/–

š/–

DirectSensor

DirectSensor

M Touch

š/š/š
š/–/–
–/š/š

š/š/š
š/š/š
š/š/š

š/š/š
š/š/š
š/š/š

š/–

–/–
–/–

š/š
š
š
š/š
š
š/š
š/š
š/š

š/š
š
š
š/š
š
š/š
š/š
š/š

š
š/š

š
š/š

š
š/š
š

–
–
–/–

š
š/–

–
9.0
š/š/š
–/š
–
20
15
1.5

š
š/–
–
–

–
8.5 – 16.5
š/š/š
š/–
500
–
15
2.3

š
š/š
–
–

8.5 – 16.5
š/š/š
š/–
500
–
15
2.3

š
š/š
š
–

š/š
–
–/–

š/š
š
š/š

š/š
š
š/š

š

š

š

š

š

š

560 – 568 x 360 – 362 x 550
1.6/220 – 240
–/2.0

560 – 568 x 448 – 452 x 550
1.6/220 – 240
–/2.0

560 – 568 x 448 – 452 x 550
2.3/220 – 240
–/2.0

Cappuccinatore
š/š
–

š
š/š
š

š
š/š
š

š

š
š
š
š

š

–
–
–

–
–
–

Model number
Type of appliance
Built-in bean machine/Nespresso® system
Design
Display
Beverages
Espresso/Coffee/Coffee long
Cappuccino/Latte macchiato/Caffè latte
Hot water/Hot milk/Milk froth
Gourmet advantages
OneTouch/OneTouch for Two
Aromatic bean grinding system
Ready ground coffee option
Programmable grinder setting/amount of coffee
Programmable user profiles
Programmable amount of water/water temperature
Programmable amount of milk/milk froth
Pre-brewing/Coffee pot function
Convenience features
Choice of operating language
Clock display/Date display
CupSensor
Height under spout in cm
ComfortDoor/Concealed handle/BrilliantLight
Removable bean container/Nespresso® capsule carousel
Coffee bean capacity in g
Capsule capacity in carousel
Waste container capacity (portions)
Water container capacity in l
Programmable on and off times
Stand-by time programmable/clock buffer
Optional connection to warmer drawer
Mains water connection
Easy maintenance
Easy to use cleaning programmes/ComfortClean
Automatic rinsing of milk pipework
Removable milk pipework/brew unit
Efficiency and sustainability
Energy saving Eco Mode option
Safety
System lock
Technical data
Niche dimensions in mm (W x H x D)
Total connected load in kW/Voltage in V
Length of mains inlet hose in m/mains electrical cable in m
Accessories supplied
Glass milk flask
Descaling agent/Cleaning tablets
Coffee spoon for ground coffee
Available colours
Stainless steel (CleanSteel)
Brilliant White
Obsidian Black
Mink

* new model for mid 2014, please check availability

CVA 6805*

š/–
M Touch

š/š/š
š/š/š
š/š/š
š/š
š
š
š/š
š
š/š
š/š
š/š
š
š/š
š

8.5 – 16.5
š/š/š
š/–
500
–
15
2.3

š
š/š
š
š
š/š
š
š/š
š
š

560 – 568 x 448 – 452 x 550
2.3/220 – 240
1.5/2.0

š
š/š
š
š
š
š
š
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Useful information
Miele coffee machines – glossary

Adjustable central spout
The central spout can be adjusted between 8.5 and 16.5 cm on
CVA 6000 models and between 7.0 and 13.0 cm on CM 5 models
to accommodate the cup below. From a small cup of espresso to
a tall glass for latte macchiato: All coffee specialities can be made
without any loss of heat.
AromaticSystem
The dynamic Miele brew unit expands when water flows
in, allowing the coffee and the water to blend more
intensely which results in a more aromatic coffee. After
brewing, the volume of the chamber reduces and the coffee
grounds are pressed and ejected into the coffee grounds waste
container.
Automatic rinsing and cleaning programmes
Technical innovations to benefit you. The convenient cleaning
programmes in combination with automatic rinse function achieve
excellent results in terms of handling and hygiene. Limescale and
soiling are prevented before they can form. This guarantees topclass durability and helps maintain your machine in good
condition.
Automatic rinsing of milk lines with water from the water
container
After making coffee specialities with milk, automatic cleaning of
all milk lines and components with water from the water container
commences. This offers the highest level of convenience in terms
of hygiene.
Automatically pre-warmed cups
The coffee machine switches the warming drawer on half an hour
before the programmed switch-on time for the coffee machine, so
you can enjoy a perfect cup of coffee any time.
BrilliantLight
Your coffee always in view – only possible with
BrilliantLight. The soft LED lighting places every cup in
the spotlight and ensures a pleasant atmosphere in your
kitchen. The BrilliantLight feature matches the harmonious design
of all coffee machines perfectly and is also an optical highlight
making coffee pleasure even more enjoyable.
Built-in coffee machines with Nespresso® system
With this built-in coffee machine from Miele, espresso,
cappuccino, latte macchiato, etc. can be easily prepared from
Nespresso® capsules. The coffee is sealed inside the capsules.
Every capsule guarantees full flavour at consistently high quality –
cup for cup.
Cappuccinatore for perfect milk froth
The Cappuccinatore allows hot milk or milk froth to be
prepared with the greatest of ease. The hot milk or milk
froth is delivered straight to the cup or glass in a matter
of seconds. It is also easily cleaned in a dishwasher.
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Capsule carousel
The unique electronic capsule carousel allows for individual
Nespresso®-coffee enjoyment. At the touch of a button you can
select your preference from up to five different Nespresso®
types. The magazine is easily removed for replenishing and has
room for 20 capsules in 5 hoppers. Hopper order is
programmable via the display.
CleanSteel
All machines in stainless steel have a special CleanSteel
finish. The advantages: less visible fingerprints.
CleanSteel is very easy to clean – without the need for
special detergents.
Coffee pot function
You have visitors? At the touch of a button the CVA 6000 delivers
up to 8 cups of coffee directly into a coffee pot placed below the
spout.
ComfortClean
The ComfortClean system makes cleaning extremely
easy. Many of the coffee machine components such as
the water container and waste container can be cleaned
in a dishwasher.
ComfortDoor
Thanks to the ComfortDoor, the whole machine front
swings outwards to allow you easy access to the water
tank, the waste container and the drip tray.
Conical grinding mill
Miele uses only the very best grinders in its coffee machines to
ensure the best possible coffee aroma. The conical grinder made
from high-quality resilient steel provides a particularly uniform
grind and protects the aroma. This results in an even and precise
grinding of beans.
CupSensor
The unique CupSensor simplifies use of the machine.
This innovation detects the rim of cups and adjusts the
central spout clearance accordingly. The ideal gap
prevents splashes, and helps achieve the perfect temperature for
the coffee and an excellent crema. After the delivery of milk, the
central spout moves up 1 cm to prevent soiling.
Double delivery of coffee specialities
Double the pleasure: those who like to drink more coffee or
espresso can make double portions at the same time by simply
pressing the appropriate button once. This advantage can be
used for example for a double espresso or a mug of coffee. And
when guests arrive, two cups of espresso can be prepared
quickly and conveniently.

Easily removable brew unit
The brew unit is the heart and soul of automatic coffee making. It
is easily removed and cleaned. This ensures that the machine
works perfectly even after many years, producing coffee of the
same high quality and extending the life of your machine.
EasyClick milk system
With the convenient EasyClick feature, the milk system
simply clicks into place at the front and is just as easily
removed. The coffee machines from Generation 6000
offer, along with EasyClick, another new feature: a high-quality
glass milk container. Apart from easy cleaning, glass has the
benefit of being transparent, allowing you to see when milk needs
replenishing.
Eco mode
To keep energy consumption as low as possible, in eco mode the
coffee machine starts heating up just before the first beverage is
made. Eco mode is an optional extra and freely selectable.
Depending on requirements, it can be selected or deselected
from the basic settings menu.
Ground coffee chute
The Miele CVA features a bean container as well as a separate
chute for pre-ground coffee. This allows a second type of coffee,
for instance decaffeinated coffee, to be made.
Heated cup rest
The integrated cup rest on all Miele freestanding coffee machines
offers maximum user convenience: pre-heated cups available at
any time. Coffee from a pre-heated cup offers perfect coffee
enjoyment. Only then can its aroma unfold and form an excellent
crema. The high-quality chrome of the cup rest is a highlight of
these machines and also easy to clean.
Individual settings
Depending on the coffee type and the desired flavour intensity,
various parameters can be customised to suit individual
requirements: grind, ground quantity, brew temperature, pre-brew
cycle and water quantity. This allows you to extract the best from
all types of coffee and blends for your coffee speciality. This
ensures the best delivery of aroma for every cup of coffee.

OneTouch and OneTouch for Two
All Generation 6000 coffee machines offer a OneTouch
function as well as the new OneTouch for Two feature.
This feature allows the preparation of two delicious
coffee specialities at the touch of a button. The relevant
programme starts completely automatically and the
short preparation time allows more time for enjoying a
delicious cup of coffee in company.
Optional plumbed-in water supply
Miele offers coffee machines with water container as
well as plumbed in machines. The benefits are obvious
as with plumbed-in models there is no need to
replenish the water container. This saves time and is extremely
convenient.
System lock
The system lock can be selected at the touch of a fingertip. This
function prevents unintentional operation, for example by
children.
Timer functions
Switch-on and switch-off times can be programmed as required.
The first coffee in the morning can be brewed straight away as the
machine switches on automatically, and switches off in the
evening. To conserve electricity, the coffee machine can also be
switched off completely if it has not been used over a long period
of time.
User profiles
Save your favourite beverage in a personal user profile – and your
Miele coffee machine will greet you with your personal
preference. You can save up to 10 user profiles with all the
parameters for your favourite drink, just the way you like it: coffee
quantity, water temperature and quantity and preparation of milk
if required. For individual coffee enjoyment.
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For perfect results
Accessories for baking and steaming
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Get the most out of your oven
With baking and multi-purpose trays

Miele ovens and steam combination ovens are supplied with different accessories.
Additional baking and multi-purpose trays enable you to obtain even better results from
your oven cabinet, using the various operating modes. Suitable trays for various
applications are available for all Miele ovens and steam combination ovens:
šShallow baking trays for baking.
šDeep multi-purpose trays can be used for baking for example sheet cake with yeast, or
as grease trays for roasting or grilling fish or meat.
šPerforated baking trays which are particularly suitable for Moisture Plus programmes
and ideal for baking crispy pastries such as rolls, bread, cakes and crispy pizza,
and also oven chips.
šAll Miele baking and multi-purpose trays are suitable for FlexiClips or can be directly
inserted in side racks.

PerfectClean finish
Baking trays and baking and roasting
racks feature this unique and patented
non-stick surface finish. Persistent soiling
is easily removed using water with a dash
of washing-up liquid and a soft sponge.

Pyrofit
Thanks to Pyrofit, select side racks, combi
racks and FlexiClip full telescopic runners
are sparklingly clean during every
pyrolytic cleaning process. During the
pyrolytic cleaning process, the
accessories with this surface finish can
remain inside the oven and are cleaned
automatically at the same time.

Baking and roasting accessories

Genuine Miele baking trays
HBB 51/71

Genuine
Miele tray
multi-purpose
Multi-purpose
HUBB 60 trays
HUBB 51/71/91

Perforated gourmet baking trays
HBBL 71

For baking biscuits, pastries, thin sheet cakes...
šFit into FlexiClips or directly into side racks (for
roasting and baking on several oven levels at the
same time)

For crispy cakes, biscuits, pastries and pizza with
a crust.
šAlso for baking chips – particularly in Moisture
Plus mode
šFit into FlexiClips or directly into side racks

HBB 51 for 56 l capacity H 2000
Mat. no. 9.519.690

Ideal for baking sheet cake laden with a thick
topping...
šAs a drip tray for meat juices or fat, resulting from
roasting and grilling
šWhen roasting, use a HGBB grill and roast rack
as a cover
šFit into FlexiClips or directly into side racks

HBB 71 for 76 l capacity H 2000 and H 6000
Mat. no. 9.519.820

HUBB 51 for 56 l capacity H 2000
Mat. no. 9.519.720
HUBB 71 for 76 l capacity H 2000 and H 6000
Mat. no. 9.519.840
HUBB 91 for 90 cm wide H 6000
Mat. no. 9.520.680
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For 60 cm wide H 6000
Mat. no. 9.520.620

Genuine Miele baking and roasting
racks
Miele ovens and steam combination ovens
are supplied with at least one baking and
roasting rack. If you want to use your oven
to a much greater degree and bake and
roast on several oven levels at the same
time, you can equip your appliance with
additional racks. Miele racks can be used
as a rest for baking moulds, but they are
also ideal for roasting or grilling sausages
and meat. To collect dripping fat, they fit
perfectly on original Miele multi-purpose
trays.

PerfectClean baking and roasting rack
HBBR 50

PerfectClean baking and roasting rack
HBBR 71

As a rest for baking moulds and casserole dishes
šIdeal for grilling directly on the rack
šFits perfectly on Miele multi-purpose trays/
grease trays, in which meat juices can be
collected
šFits into FlexiClips or into side racks

As a rest for baking moulds and casserole dishes
šIdeal for grilling directly on the rack
šFits perfectly on Miele multi-purpose trays/
grease trays, in which meat juices can be
collected
šFits into FlexiClips or into side racks

For 56 l capacity H 2000
Mat. no. 9.519.790

For 76 l capacity H 2000 and H 6000
Mat. no. 9.524.950

Pyrofit baking
Baking
and roasting
and roasting
rack HBBR
rack 72
HBBR 72

Pyrofit baking and roasting rack
HBBR 92

As a rest for baking moulds and casserole dishes
šIdeal for grilling directly on the rack
šFits perfectly on Miele multi-purpose trays/
grease trays, in which meat juices can be
collected
šFits into FlexiClips or into side racks

As a rest for baking moulds and casserole dishes
šIdeal for grilling directly on the rack
šFits perfectly on Miele multi-purpose trays/
grease trays, in which meat juices can be
collected
šFits into FlexiClips or into side racks

For 76 l capacity pyrolytic H 2000 and H 6000
Mat. no. 9.520.640

For 90 cm wide H 6000
Mat. no. 9.520.700

Gourmet baking stone
HBS 60

Round baking tray
HBF 27-1

For achieving the same results as if baked in a
stone oven.
šFor baking pizza, bread, bread rolls, blinis and
savoury snacks
šAs a hot plate on the table it retains heat for up to
25 minutes
šHigh contact heat is an efficient and better use of
energy
šParticularly easy to clean thanks to special
surface finish
šThe baking stone is a glazed fire stone –
including wooden peel and recipe booklet

For baking pizzas, quiche and tartes
š27 cm diameter – for use on a rack
šParticularly easy to clean
šNon-stick, no baking parchment or greasing
required
šExtremely knife-proof

Mat. no. 5.382.220

Mat. no. 9.520.720
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Grilling and roasting inserts

Grilling and roasting inserts
HGBB 51

Grilling and roasting inserts
HGBB 71 / HGBB 91

Ideal for roasting and grilling
šTo be placed on the HUBB 51 multi-purpose tray
šPrevents burning of meat juices or grease from
dripping
šPrevents grease splashes, reduces the need for
cleaning

Ideal for roasting and grilling
šFit perfectly on a HUBB 71 / 91 multi-purpose
tray
šThanks to the slits in the trays, pizza always has a
nice crispy base
šMeat juices and grease do not burn onto the
surface; ideal for delicious sauces
šPrevent grease splashes, reduces the need for
cleaning

For 56 l capacity H 2000
Mat. no. 9.519.760

Genuine Miele grilling and roasting
inserts
Miele grilling and roasting inserts are
simply placed on Miele multi-purpose
trays when grilling or roasting, and fit
perfectly. Ideal for collecting dripping
meat juices, the grilling and roasting tray
prevents meat juices from burning on. The
juice can be used to prepare delicious
sauces. Miele grilling and roasting trays
also prevent annoying grease splashes on
the oven interior which makes cleaning the
interior easier.
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HGBB 71 for 60 cm wide, 76 l capacity H 2000 and
H 6000
Mat. no. 9.520.630
HGBB 91 for 90 cm wide H 6000
Mat. no. 9.520.690

Telescopic runners and the cutting board

FlexiClip fully telescopic runners
Fully telescopic runners allow baking
sheets, baking and roasting racks and
Gourmet casserole dishes to be pulled
clear of the oven, and are held safely and
securely in any position. This allows you,
for example, to baste or turn a roast
conveniently outside the hot oven without
the risk of getting burned. On FlexiClip
fully telescopic runners you can also insert
or place trays, racks and casserole dishes
individually and easily on a different level.
Up to 3 pairs of FlexiClip runners can be
inserted in the oven at the same time
(= 3 levels).

FlexiClip fully telescopic runners with
PerfectClean – HFC 71

FlexiClip fully telescopic runners
HFC 50

With PerfectClean finish for easy cleaning
šFor using several oven levels at the same time
šConvenient access to oven trays and racks on
every single level
šFor moving trays/racks to other levels
šSimple to attach to oven cabinet side racks

For using several oven levels at the same time
šFor moving trays/racks to other levels
šConvenient access to oven trays and racks on
every single level
šSimple to attach to oven cabinet side racks
šUp to 3 pairs retrofittable

For 60 cm wide, 76 l capacity H 2000 and H 6000
Mat. no. 9.520.660

HFC 50 for 56 l capacity H 2000
Mat. no. 9.170.810

PyroFit FlexiClip fully telescopic runners
HFC 72 and HFC 92
With Pyrofit finish
šFor using several oven levels at the same time
šConvenient access to oven trays and racks on
every single level
šFor moving trays/racks to other levels
šSimple to attach to side racks
HFC 72 for 60 cm wide, 76 l capacity H 2000 and H
6000
Mat. no. 9.520.670
HFC 92 for 90 cm wide H 6000
Mat. nor. 9.520.710

Cutting board
DGSB 2
With two rack levels, for example for serting steam
cooking containers or a multi-purpose casserole
dish. Made from oiled beech wood with excellent
non-slip silicone feet. Features a wide, easy-toclean channel for collecting liquids.
Mat. no. 9.120.970
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More accessories
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Decor handle
DS 6000

Decor set
DS 6003

Cover strip
HKL 60

Retrofittable PureLine handle in various colours
šAlternative available colours to suit individual
furniture designs
šCan be fitted on appliances as well as kitchen
furniture

Retrofittable PureLine handle for fitting to your
kitchen furniture (set consists of 3 handles).
šTo match appliance handles and handles on
kitchen furniture
šSuitable for appliances as well as furniture

Mat. no. 9.555.120 Stainless steel/CleanSteel
Mat. no. 9.555.130 Aluminium
Mat. no. 9.555.140 Chrome
Mat. no. 9.445.680 Mink
Mat. no. 9.445.670 Brilliant White
Mat. no. 9.445.660 Obsidian Black

Mat. no. 9.445.630 Stainless steel/CleanSteel

Panelling for concealing the furniture edge when
different types of appliances are installed in
combination
šHarmonious installation appearance thanks to
cover strip
šFor vertical combination of 45 cm and 60 cm high
appliances
Mat. no. 7.114.780 Stainless steel/CleanSteel

For roasts, oven bakes and more

Miele Gourmet casserole dish
Suitable Miele Gourmet casserole dishes for cooking roasts, gratins,
oven bakes and many other dishes are available for Miele ovens and steam
combination ovens. They can be inserted into the side racks, individual telescopic
racks, FlexiClip fully telescopic runners and/or alternatively on a wire rack. The
genuine Miele Gourmet casserole dishes are made of die-cast aluminium with a
high-quality non-stick coating. It prevents food from sticking on and makes
cleaning easy.
Miele Gourmet casserole dish lid
Suitable stainless-steel lids are available for all Miele Gourmet casserole dishes.
They are not supplied with the casserole dishes and can be ordered separately if
required.
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Gourmet casserole dishes and lids

Gourmet casserole dish
HUB 61-22

Gourmet casserole dish
HUB 5000-M

Max. capacity approx. 5 kg
šExternal dimensions: WxDxH 42.2 x 25.7 x 8.6
cm
šMade from die-cast aluminium, hand-cast
šEasy to clean thanks to high-quality non-stick
finish
šFor ovens and cooktops, except induction and
gas cooktops
šOptional HBD 60-22 lid (see other accessories)

Max. capacity approx. 5 kg
šExternal dimensions: WxDxH 44.8 x 26.8 x 8.6
cm
šMade from die-cast aluminium, hand-cast
šEasy to clean thanks to high-quality non-stick
finish
šFor ovens and cooktops, except induction and
gas cooktops
šOptional HBD 60-22 lid (see other accessories)

For 56 l capacity H 2000
Mat. no. 5.559.290

For 76 l capacity H 2000 and H 6000
Mat. no. 6.949.630

Induction Gourmet casserole dish
HUB 5001-M

Gourmet oven dish lid
HBD 60-22

Description as HUB 5000-M.
The base of this casserole dish is also suitable for
cooking on induction cooktops. Compatibility,
maximum capacity, dimensions as per
HUB 5000-M.

For Miele casserole dishes HUB 61-22, 5000 M
and 5001 M.
šNot supplied with casserole dish
šMade from high-quality stainless steel
šNot suitable for Speed ovens with microwave or
for grilling

Mat. no. 7.247.760

Mat. no. 5.136.950

This lid fits on all casserole dishes on this
page.
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Gourmet casserole dish
HUB 61-35

Gourmet oven dish
HUB 5000-XL

Gourmet casserole dish lid
HBD 60-35

Max. capacity approx. 8 kg
šExternal dimensions: WxDxH 42.2 x 37.5 x 8.6 cm
šMade from die-cast aluminium, hand-cast
šEasy to clean thanks to high-quality non-stick
finish
šFor ovens and HiLight cooktops
šOptional HBD 60-35 lid or HFC FlexiClips

Max. capacity approx. 8 kg
šExternal dimensions: WxDxH 44.8 x 38.6 x 8.6
cm
šMade from die-cast aluminium, hand-cast
šEasy to clean thanks to high-quality non-stick
finish
šFor ovens and cooktops, except induction and
gas cooktops
šOptional HBD 60-35 lid or HFC FlexiClips

For Miele HUB 61-35 and HUB 5000 XL casserole
dishes.
šNot supplied with casserole dish
šMade from high-quality stainless steel
šNot suitable for Speed ovens with microwave or
for grilling

For 56 l capacity H 2000
Mat. no. 5.559.260

Mat. no. 5.136.960

For 76 l capacity H 2000 and H 6000
Mat. no. 6.949.650

Multi-purpose casserole dish
KMB 5000-S

Induction casserole dish
KIB 5000

The all-rounder – from the cooktop directly into the
oven or steam oven.
šFor cooking roasts, oven bakes, meat dishes...
šCan be transferred straight into the steam oven
after searing on the cooktop
šDie-cast aluminium with induction-proof base
and non-stick coating
šMax. capacity approx. 2.5 kg
šExternal dimensions: WxDxH 32.5 x 26.0 x 6.0
cm
šIncluding stainless-steel lid and recipe booklet
šFor inserting into the DGSB2 Miele cutting board.

Perfectly geared to Miele induction cooktops with
casserole zone.
šFor roasts, gratins, oven bakes, etc.
Max. capacity approx. 3.5 kg
šFor induction cooktops and ovens
šWith high-quality Teflon Platinum non-stick finish
šIncluding lid;
dimensions: W x D x H: 35.8 x 27.1 x 7.2 cm
šManufactured exclusively for Miele in
cooperation with WMF
Mat. no. 7.278.800

Mat. no. 7.253.040
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Wide range of accessories for steam ovens
Steam oven containers and lids

The steam oven containers from Miele are all suitable for
all Miele steam ovens.
The extra large containers for Miele steam combination
ovens (DGC 6800, DGC 6805) allow the full utilisation of
the large 48 l oven cabinets of the appliances.
Unperforated cooking containers are suitable for the
preparation of food in sauces and stocks as well as the
preparation of food which swell in water, for example
pasta and rice.
Larger unperforated cooking containers are excellent for
cooking soups, stews and oven bakes.
Perforated cooking containers are perfect for blanching or
cooking vegetables, fish, meat and potatoes which are not
cooked in a sauce or a stock. Perforated containers are
also ideal for defrosting.
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Unperforated steam oven containers
For cooking food in sauces, meat stock or water (e.g. rice, pasta)

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 16

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 14

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 2

Capacity: 0.77 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 176 x 20
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 1.5 l, useable capacity: 0.9 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 176 x 40
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 2.5 l, useable capacity: 2.0 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 176 x 60
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Mat. no. 8.109.060

Mat. no. 8.019.972

Mat. no. 5.001.390

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 7

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 9

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 18

Capacity: 4.0 l, useable capacity: 2.8 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 176 x 100
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 5.7 l, useable capacity: 4.2 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 176 x 150
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 7.5 l, useable capacity: 6.1 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 176 x 200
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Mat. no. 5.019.361

Mat. no. 8.015.103

Mat. no. 8.019.007

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 11

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 17

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 3

External dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 354 x 20
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 3.3 l, useable capacity: 2.0 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 354 x 40
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 4.0 l, useable capacity: 3.1 l
šExternal dimensions: W x D x H: 325 x 265 x 65
mm
šMade from stainless steel, treated surfaces, wall
thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Mat. no. 8.227.250

Mat. no. 5.001.400

Mat. no. 8.234.900
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Perforated steam oven containers and lids
For blanching or cooking vegetables, fish, meat, potatoes and more

Unperforated steam oven container
DGG 20

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 20

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 12

Made to measure for Miele steam combination
ovens
šCapacity: 2.4 l, useable capacity: 1.8 l
šExternal dimensions: WxDxH: 450 x 190 x 40 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in Europe

Made to measure for Miele steam combination
ovens
šCapacity: 2.4 l, useable capacity: 1.8 l
šW x D x H: 450 x 190 x 40 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated
surfaces, wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Made to measure for Miele steam combination
ovens
šCapacity: 5.4 l, useable capacity: 3.3 l
šW x D x H: 448 x 386 x 40 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Mat. no. 8.285.410

Mat. no. 8.249.430

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 1

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 5

Serving dish for steam oven container
DGSE 1

Capacity: 1.5 l, useable capacity: 0.9 l
šW x D x H: 325 x 176 x 40 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 2.5 l, useable capacity: 2.0 l
šW x D x H: 325 x 176 x 60 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Mat. no. 5.001.370

Mat. no. 8.019.293

Food served in style, enjoyed hot.
šFor Miele steam oven container DGG 16, 14, 2
and DGGL 1 and 5
šAlso as oven-proof dish for Miele ovens (up to
230°C)
šSuitable for low-temperature cooking in Miele
Gourmet warming drawers
šDish and lid made from fine porcelain from
Villeroy & Boch
šFor serving hot food straight from the Miele
steam oven

Mat. no. 8.246.340

Mat. no. 9.438.520
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Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 6

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 10

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 19

Capacity: 4.0 l, useable capacity: 2.8 l
šW x D x H: 325 x 176 x 100 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 5.7 l, useable capacity: 4.2 l
šW x D x H: 325 x 176 x 150 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 7.8 l, useable capacity: 6.1 l
šW x D x H: 325 x 176 x 200 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Mat. no. 8.019.294

Mat. no. 8.019.295

Mat. no. 8.019.296

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 8

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 4

Perforated steam oven container
DGGL 13

Capacity: 2.0 l, useable capacity: 1.7 l
šW x D x H: 325 x 265 x 40 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 4.0 l, useable capacity: 3.1 l
šW x D x H: 325 x 265 x 60 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Capacity: 3.3 l
šW x D x H: 354 x 325 x 40 mm
šMade from stainless steel, with treated surfaces,
wall thickness of 0.6 mm
šProfessional accessories manufactured in
Europe

Mat. no. 8.227.240

Mat. no. 5.379.570

Mat. no. 8.279.450

Stainless steel lid with handle
DGD 1/2

Stainless steel lid with handle
DGD 1/3

For steam oven containers.
šWith exterior dimensions of W x D: 325 x 265 mm
šMade from stainless steel

For steam oven containers.
šWith exterior dimensions of 325 x 176 mm
šMade from stainless steel

Mat. no. 7.623.900

Mat. no. 8.109.071
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Accessories for coffee machines

For smooth and creamy milk froth
The coffee machine is only one of many vitally important
prerequisites for the preparation of perfectly smooth and
creamy milk froth. The right accessories are just as
important. For example, Miele’s Cappuccinatore produces
fine-pour milk froth. The use of the right type of milk is also
important in order to produce a perfect latte macchiato or
cappuccino. The sole deciding factor, for example, with
respect to the consistency of milk froth is the protein
content of milk. The more milk protein it contains the
better. The fat content of milk is only a matter of taste, as
aromatic substances from the espresso used to make a
cappuccino or latte macchiato are transported by the fat
in the milk. Consequently, the use of full-fat milk is
recommended.
The milk stays cool and fresh for longer when stored in
Miele’s milk container. This is also important for the
preparation of fine milk froth. The cooler the milk, the
longer it can be frothed using hot steam. As soon as a
temperature of above 60°C is reached, milk froth tends to
collapse. Even when using fresh long-life milk, the froth
can collapse fast.
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Cappuccinatore
CVC

Stainless steel thermos flask
MB-CM5

For perfectly smooth and creamy milk froth.
šFor Miele coffee machines with Nespresso
system
šCan be dismantled and cleaned in a dishwasher

For smooth and creamy milk froth.
šFor Miele CM5xxx freestanding coffee machines
šKeeps milk cold as required for the preparation
of perfect milk froth
š0.5 l capacity

Mat. no. 7.029.740

Mat. no. 7.953.690

Miele Cappuccinatore insert
GCEO
In the upper dishwasher basket
šSeparate insert for perfect cleaning of the
Cappuccinatore
šThis special insert provides the perfect space for
each individual component
šSuitable for Miele dishwashers G 1xxx, G 2xxx, G
5xxx
Mat. no. 6.229.800
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Top care for many years of reliable service
Original Miele care products

Miele domestic appliances are
characterised by their first-class quality,
high performance and timeless design.
Miele offers a range of Original Miele
cleaning and care products which take
good care of your Miele appliances. These
products were developed and tested in
Miele laboratories in cooperation with
specialist chemical manufacturers.
Using Original Miele care products
ensures that your valuable Miele
appliances do not suffer damage and stay
looking new for longer. This care and
attention also supports the perfect
functioning of your domestic appliances
over many years.

Optimum care for your Miele
appliances

Built-in kitchen appliances
Some soiling is often unavoidable during
kitchen work. In order to completely
remove it, and at the same time guarantee
that surfaces are not damaged and stay
looking as good as new, the choice of the
correct cleaning agent is important. That
is why Miele offers specially formulated
cleaning and care products for your Miele
kitchen appliances. These products make
the thorough cleaning of appliances
child's play.
Original Miele careproducts are
exclusively available directly from
Miele Centers or online at
www.miele-shop.com.

Original Miele care products

Oven cleaner
500 ml

Ceramic and stainless-steel cleaner
250 ml

Care products for stainless steel
250 ml

For best cleaning results and safe use.
šUltra-powerful cleaning performance without any
unpleasant smells
šSimple cleaning thanks to gel-like consistency
šShort exposure time of between 10 to 40 minutes
without heating up
šAlso suitable for PerfectClean
šTop care for many years of reliable service

For best cleaning results and safe use.**
šRemoves grease, burnt-on soil and water stains
highly effectively
šGentle cleaning thanks to fine crystalline
formulation
šDeposits a dirt-repelling film on the surface to
facilitate cleaning
šTop care for many years of reliable service

Mat. no. 9.487.500

Mat. no. 9.487.540

For clean stainless steel surfaces and a clean and
silky-smooth finish.**
šRemoves fingerprints, smear marks and stains
reliably
šProtection film prevents the surface from heavy
re-soiling
šHighly effective – convenient and simple to use
šParticularly suitable for surfaces having contact
with food
šTop care for many years of reliable service
Mat. no. 9.487.570

Multi-purpose micro-fibre cloth
1 unit
For best cleaning results and safe use.
šExtremely rip-proof and hard-wearing
šHigh cleaning performance thanks to very fine,
woven micro-fibre
šCan be used dry or damp, with or without
cleaning detergent
šCan be washed up to 500 times at 60°C
šTop care for many years of reliable service
Mat. no. 7.006.550

**Please note: Miele's glass
ceramic and stainless-steel cleaner and
the stainless-steel care product are not suitable for
stainless steel surfaces with CleanSteel finish!
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Cleaning tablets
10 units

Cleaner for milk lines
100 units

Descaling tablets
6 units

For CVA and CM, guaranteed coffee enjoyment at
the highest level.
šFor thorough removal of oily residue and
deposits from coffee
šHighly effective cleaning and gentle on materials
at the same time
šPerfectly designed formulation – special Miele
recipe
šTop care for many years of reliable service

For hygienically cleaned milk lines in CVA and CM.
šIt thoroughly removes milk proteins and fats.
šHighly effective cleaning and gentle on materials
at the same time
šSimple dispensing thanks to sticks containing
required portions
šSafe to use – Miele formulation
šTop care for many years of reliable service

For CVA, CM, ovens with Moisture Plus and steam
ovens.
šThorough removal of deposits and limescale
šLimescale removal – highly effective and gentle
on materials at the same time
šPerfectly designed formulation – special Miele
recipe
šNo chemical deposits after descaling
šTop care for many years of reliable service

Mat. no. 7.616.440

Mat. no. 7.189.920

Mat. no. 7.983.340

Scraper for cleaning ceramic cooktops

Replacement blades
10 units

For ceramic cooktops.
šEasy removal of dried-on food residue
šNo damage to surfaces

For razor-blade scraper.
šEasy removal of dried-on food residue
šNo damage to surfaces
šOnly to be used with Miele scrapers for cleaning
ceramic cooktops

Mat. no. 1.065.471

Mat. no. 4.380.630
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